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Masons To
Celebrate
'Americanism'

Students Urged To Arrive
At8:30And Leave At3:30
By Local NAACP Officials

Local Masons are planning
to celebrate 188 years of Negro Masonry in America when
"Americanism Day" is observed .Sunday, Sept. 8. Fortyseven Prince nail Lodges, consisting of approximately 4,000
members are expected to participate in the affair which is
•et to start at 3 p. m.
The celebration will get underway when a parade starts
at the Masonic Temple, 198 S
Fourth St., and ends at Mt.
Vernon Baptist church, 547
Mississippi Blvd. Heading the
parade will be Carver riign
School band.
The featured address is expected to be nelivered by
dey. Ben L. Hooks.
E. P. Nabors, a local real
estate man, will be honored
as the oldest Mason known t,.
the arrangement committee
Also, the "Masonic Citizen" of
the year will be presented an
award. Music will be supplied
by the Order of Eastern Star
chorus.
The first 250 persons arriving to attend the observance
will he presented souvenirs,
said Paul Redditt, chairman
of the affair. He said it is esatected that the celebration
Will attract the largest crowd
in the history of the lodges
here.
The celebration 'is open to
the public.

Mwe than 600 sign-carrying moved off at 10:50 a.m. from
demonstrators marched down Clayborn Temple AME church
Main and Third Sts., last Sat- on Hernando St., after a spirurday morning in protest of ited meeting of prayer, hymnthe extended-day which was singing and talks.
started at five Negro high
Speaking about the disadschools on the first day of vantages of the extended-day
school (Tuesday). The demon- was Miss Carla Allen, 1400 Gill
strators
marched
silently St., a June graduate of Hamaround the office of W. D. Gal- ilton high school which is on
breath, president of the Mem- the extended-day schedule.
phis Board of Education. His She told the audience, which
office is in the Columbian Mu- consisted heavily of students,
tual Tower, near Court Square. arents and other adults, that
Most of the professionally "it is time for you to not just
made signs carried by the dem- be counted, but counted upon."
onstrated simply said, "Free- She added "unless you help
dom Now." Several said: "Join fight this battle you should be
THE NAACP." The local NA- ashamed to call yourself a
ACP sponsored the march. Negro."
ticketing the Pickets was
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr.,
about 50 white marchers heed- pastor of Centenary Methodist
ed by Rev. J. H. Melton, pas- church, told the cheering
tor of Tabernacle Baptist crowd "young people are learnchurch, 1055 E. Brooks Rd.
ing that racial segregation is
They carried signs—some of evil because it has never inthem read, "Adam Clayton tended to help Negroes — it
Powell Wrote the Civil Rights was intended to keep Negroes
Bill," "We are Not Anti-Negro, second class humans.
We Don't Want To Mix."
He advised the marchers to
"Kennedy, Khrushchev, King," "march with joy — with a song
"Don't Like Memphis, Try in your heart knowing that
Congo," "Close Parks and Save every stride we take is a
Our White Children," "94 Per- stride toward freedom."
Cent of Negroes Are IllegitiHe implored them to "march
MORE THAN 200,000 STRONG
mate."
with love in your heart, nonMore than 200,000 strong: From the Washington Monument to tits-Lincoln
provide freedom and equal Job opportunities for more than 20 million
The Negro and white march- violently."
Memorial, Freedom Marchers crowded on Aug. 28 to demonstrate to
Negroes. (Staff Photo by Hooks Bros.)
Preceding and during the
ers at times were marching
America and to the world that democracy in this country has failed to
side-by-side reading each oth- march, uniformed police stood
er's signs. Police stood between nearby the entire area. Squad
he white and Negro marchers cars circled the area.
Handbills passed out by Neto separate them. The white
marchers as well as the Ne- gro marchers stated: "Why We
gro marchers passed out hand- Protest .. . (1) Because of the
bills. Both groups marched si- Board of Education's policy of
using the extended-day prolentely — without incident.
The Negro marchers who gram only in Negro schools.
(2) Because of the Board's
went down Third Street were
led by Jesse H. Turner, presi- refusal to hire Negro clerks,
Negro
administrative and skilldent of the Memphis Chapter
•
NAACP. He carried his infant ed personnel, except on a segregated
basis.
'son in his arms. The group
which marched down Main St. (3) Because of the Board's
Relatives of Lionel Rodgers,
Were all three young peowas headed by Rev. H. Clarke policies — teachers' hiring,
people founded in a wooded 20, son of Mrs. Bessie RodgNabrit, pastor First Baptist use of school building, drawsection near Lincoln Park on ers of 1479 Ethlyn st., said
church, 682 S. Lauderdale St., ing of boundary lines, planMonday, Aug. 26, murdered they would never believe he
and chairman of the NAACP's ning of courses, etc . . . are
and a gun planted in the slew two high school teenThe all designed to maintain racial
Committee.
Freedom
hand of one of them to make agers and then turned the
'march had been scheduled to segregation.
(4) Because of the Board's
appear that it was a case of pistol on himself.
'get under way at 10 a.m., but
dictatorial attitude toward edouble murder and suicide?
FOUND BY LAD
ucation of Negro children.
That question was being
The three bodies were found
(5) Because our Board, as it
asked by a number of people last week by an eight-yearIs presently constituted with
in the South Memphis area old boy, James Moore of 1447
only
white members, cannot
last week.
Wales St. He had then notisecure and maintain the conAnd the mystery appeared fied adults who called the
fidence of the Negro commuto be only heightened by the police to the area where the,
nity whose children represent
fact that the murder weapon bodies were badly decomposed,
40 per cent of the school popwas found in the left hand of and covered with maggots.'
ulation."
a youth who was reported to When funeral home attendUnder the extended-day stuhave been one who was right- ants moved the bodies, one
dents will attend school in
handed.
itwo shifts: 7:30 a.m. to 3: and
victim's hair had come off
8:30 a.m. to 4: and 9:30 a.m. to
intact and was left at the
Roy
—
Miss
JACKSON,
scene.
5 ».m.
secretary
of
executive
Wikins,
After marching around GalAll of the victims had been
to
expected
is
NAACP,
the
breath's office, the demonstrashot through the head, and an
incharges
of
on
trial
stand
tors
returned to Clayborn
automatic pistol was found in I
terfering with trade, Monday, Temple AME church by the
the left hand of of Rodgers,1
same route they went.
Sept. 9.
an ex-soldier on parole from
Wilkins was arrested here
Back at the church they
Fort Pillow.
on June 1 as he led an anti- heard plans for the picketing
Less than three hours later,i
segregat ion demonstration of the five high schools, starttwo of the victims were iden- sponsored by t h e NAACP ing on Tuesday. The students
tified as Ernestine Townsend,
MARCHERS IN MEMPHIS
branch in Jackson. He was re- were instructed to not attend
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Marchers in Memphis last week were poles
classes until 830 a.m, and
oared by the NAACP, were protesting the
leased under $1,000 bond
Henry Townsend of 1475 Waapart on the race issue. Two groups of
split shifts proposed for high SI hools this
The right of a church to se- bash, and James Alex RankThe charge against the NA- leave at 3:30 p.m.
Rev. Lawson said "the
protesters marched down Main street last
fall, while the small band of whites were
lect or not select its mem- in, son of Mr. and Mrs. CleveACP leader is a felony and
school board will not have
week, and to prevent a clash, the pollee
, ut for publicity. ;Nil incidents were reAkkrs will be discussed by Rev. land Rankins of 2306 Rollins,
was invoked for the first time
further
cooperation from us,
were on hand, just In ease. Negroes, sponmes M. Barr, pastor, of First teenage sweethearts and Ham during the demonstrations
ported. (Withers Photo).
if it doesn't change its system."
Unitarian Church, and Rev.
with his arrest' Arrested with
.'we are going to
Fie added '
Si r! WEAPON page 2
James M. Lawson. pastor of
Wilkins and charge with the
Centenary Methodist church,
same offense were the late
See STUDENTS page 2
078 Mississippi Blvd., at 5:30
Medgar W. Evers, NAACP -p.m., Sunday, Sept. 8.
field secretary for Mississippi,
.
and Miss Helen Witcher.
The discussion will be held
r
carrying
The three wee
at Centenary Methodist church
h
placards urging people not to
during a forum sponsored by
merchants
—
on
Capifrom
buy
the church's Commission of
tol St. because of their disSocial Concern.
The march on Washington,l Martin with the News" at 11 Mont.) and other leaders of
criminatory practices. ConvicRev. Barr broke into the
called by ABC News Com- p.m., EDT, were devoted to Congress.
tion carries a maximum pennews in June after writing
Novelist James Baldwin,
alty of $10,000, considerably
mentator Howard K. Smith the march. The broadcasting
Five Negro high schools
a letter to his congregation,
day ended with a Special Re- who expressed
stiffer than for the previous were slated to be picketed by
hope; and
Which indicated his opposition
"more than 20 times bigger port, anchored
by Ron Cochcharges of trespass and breach the NAACP starting the first
to some of the methods emthan any past political dem- ran and with the commentary actor Marlon Brando, who
carried an electric "cattleof the peace
day of school and continuing
ployed by the local NAACP
onstration in the history of of Edward
P. Morgan, from prodder" of the type he said
When the case comes to until the extended-day was
in fighting for desegregation.
Washington — even the one 11:15 to 11:46 p.m.,
EDT.
trial, missing will be Mr. Med- discontinued. The schools are
was
used
against
Negro
when the British invaded and
Many Negro ministers voicABC telecast the reaction of crowds in the South, and degar W. Evers, who was as- Manassas, Hamilton, Carver,
tried to burn it down," was
ed opposition to Rev. Barr's
sassinated from ambush on Douglass and Melrose.
given the most complete live Minority Leader Everett Dirk- clared: "All of us as individletter as a religious issue.
son (R-I11.) after his meeting uals have been remiss I think
the night of June 12 s he reaNAACP officials revealed
coverage of any network by
The forum is expected to
with the ten civil rights lead- it's time . . . ."
turned to his home after a that they will instruct stuABC-TV.
attract a jarge crowd to Ceners, and had the first exclumass rally in support of the dents to arrive at school for
A studio was set up in the
The telecasts were on the sive interviews
tenary Church Sunday afterwith Dr. Mardemonstrations.
classes at 8:30 a.m, and leave
noon to hear the controverair live for more than four tin Luther King, Dr Eugene New Senate Office building,
Wilkins and Miss Wileher at 3:30 p.m. Sign-carrying
where many senators and
hours throughout the day. Carson
al issue.
Blake, and A. Philip representatives
will he represented by NA- pickets are expected to surcame to watch
Also, a great portion of the
‘11$ The forum will be moderate
ACP General Counsel Robert round the five high schools.
on the demonstration on tele15-minute "Ron Cochran with Randolph, commenting
by a minister
L. Carter of New York City 'Parents are urged to cooperate
the News" at the dinner hour their meeting with Senators vision. There Peter Clapper
The forum is open to the
and Jack Young, NAACP law- by participating in the picketIO,NEI, ROGERS
and the 10-minute rurphy Dickson, Mike Mansfield (DSee SENATOR. page 2
ROY wnicIri
in Jackson.
,ng

Murder Weapon Found
In Left Hand Of
Right-Handed Victim

Roy Wilkins
Faces Trial
In Miss.

Rev. Barr
To Appear
On Forum

Will Senators Listen To Echoes Of
Aug, 28 March In Nation Capitol?

SC 00IS To
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and saw them emerge and re- 4
•,
port on the meeting.
'
(Continued From Page 1)
In one of his comments, Edward P. Morgan, noted that.,
and Peggy Wheron interview- the news of the clVil right1 i
ed, among several others, Sen. March had travelled aroun ;
J. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.), the world, and asked, "Wi
4
who charged that the March the news travel two and a ,
"was calculated to cause peo- half miles te Capitol Hill?
•
ple in other countries to The answer is—it
did—and,
think our people don't have indeed, around
the world." liefreedom," and said that it said that a
group "so dedieat-ogwouldn't effect Congress. In ed, so disciplined.
. . would,
another interview, Sen. John quicken the time
when the
Stennis (D-Miss.) said that Negro and other
minority'
the march would have "a very groups will become
equal."
adverse effect on the Congress.
Commenting on the malty!
Sen, Russell Long (D.-La.) Rabbi Joachim Prinz, pre,.
predicted
that the
Civil dent of the American Jewi,!
Rights Bill would not pass, Congress said:
and Sen. Thruston Morton
"I am deeply gratified ,
I
(R.-KY.) predicted that it yesterday's thrilling demon-,
would in some form. Sen. stration of unity arid determi•;"'
Frank Moss (D.-Utah) said he nation in the cause of fulf; ..,
was impressed
with
the equality for all Americans.
crowd's discipline and added
"By their presence together. Amik
that passage of the Civil Negroes and Whites. Chri: 1111,
Rights Bill "is still in doubt." tians and Jews and men and
He predicted a filibuster, and women from every walk of .,
said he thought supporters of life and . every state in the ,
the bill "were a few votes Union made clear that they
short."
will not rest until the promise
During the final afternoon of freedom for every citizen
hour of the programming Wil- is fulfilled.
-1 liam H. Lawrence reported on
"In that great effort the
the march leaders' visit to Jewish community will play
President Kennedy and Vice its rightful part, by deed as
President Johnson at the well as by word to assure
White House. Viewers saw the freedom for the American
.
10 leaders—six of them Ne- Negro and thus for every,.
groes and four of them white citizen in this land," he comi,..
—entered the White House, eluded.
...

Senators

AT JOHN GAbTON
Emmanuel Eliah.
HOSPiT AL:
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin J. CarAug. 24.
others, 896 Poplar; girl, JacMr. and Mrs. Ralph McKin- queline Carothers.
ney, 589 S. Lauderdale; girl, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
}rankle La VIM.
Barr, 2100 Hanford; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Ma- Mr. and Mrs. James A.
lone, 3040 Johnson; boy, Mi- Richards, 792 N. Bellevue; boy
chael.
.
Kevin Albert.
Mr. and Mrs. Costell PreMr. and Mrs. Delph Hayford,
witt, 456 Tillman; buy, Bryant 626 N. Fourth; girl, Delphine
Antcnio.
•
Rayford.
Mr. and Mrs. William Attu. 28.
Holmes, 583 St. Paul; girl, Pa- Mr. and Mrs. Odie Neely,
tricia Ann.
279 Olmstead ave.; boy, RodMr. and Mrs. Clyde Hubanks, ney Gerrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Payne,
966 W. Dison; boy, Michael
Varnell.
2196 Castex; boy, Joseph LenMr. and Mrs. Eddie H. ard.
ATTENDING THE INSTALLATION DINNER
Wright, 893 Looney; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey L. 884 Latham, Apt. 71; boy, Attending the installation dinner of the Jaycees last
Samuel Peace. Garfield Campbell, Miss May LeFlore LawSmith, 832 Maywood; boy, James.
Tuesday at Tony's Inn were the wives and guebte•of the
rence Mason, Rufus R. Jones, Miss Jean Darts and Ernest
Alan.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin GraJaycees. Above, left-right are Mesdames Willard Bell,
L. Young. IPhoto by Henry Ford).
Mr. and Mrs. Larkus Hall, ham, 581 Jessamine; girl, Ver3731 Mart; boy, Larkus Jr. • onica Lucien.
Aug. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Madison,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Strick- 591 Alston; girl, Jacqueline
Denise.
land, 884 Latham; a boy.
(Continued From Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin-Grant,
1155
Neptune; boy, Carl An393 Crump; boy, Dwayne Earl.
High school students,
ilton
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Arstine Canboth 16.
non, 169 Cedar; girl, Con- Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Avant,
FINGERPRINTS THE CLUE
967-B Lenow; girl, Juanita.
stance Collette.
Returning to the LeMoyne sponsored by the National DeRodgers was identified by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Redd, Mr. and Mrs. James Mor- College faculty this month are
fense Education Act.
fingerprints. As a parolee, he
ganfield, 1567 Cameron; girl,
2276 Shasta; boy, Tony.
two professors who have been
Lionel A. Arnold, professor was not supposed to stay out
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Ford, 1970 Charlotte Lynette.
on leave three years studying of philosophy and religion, relater than 10 p.m., and when
Mr. and Mrs. William L. for Ph.D. degrees and another
Kansas; a boy.
turns to LeMoyne as acting
A citizens group discussed
Mr. and Mrs. Clort McClin- Fields, 1046 Peach; - boy, WII- who was a visiting professor dean after three years at Drew he failed to come home that
plans for continuing classes
Wednesday
night,
mother
his
ton, 244 Greenlaw; girl, Jua- ham Lawrence Jr.
last school year on a campus University where he completreported the violation to his' for persons who are unable to
'Aug. 29.
nita Debris.
in the Midwest.
ed basic requirements for the
parole officer the next morn- read and write, during a meetMr. and Mrs. Walter Pea- Dr. Juanita
Mr. and Mrs. Odle C. JimWilliamson, pro- doctorate.
ing.
merson, 2332 Drake; boy, Eric ples, 1915 Hunter; boy, Wal- fessor of English
ing at the Urban League last
at LeMoyne, William Fletcher is returnter Lee.
Carter.
, is one of the three returning ing to LeMoyne after three
16-year-old's disap- Friday afternoon.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Gill, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Single- faculty members. She was a years of study at Michigan pearances had been reported
The meeting was called by'
By- DONALD F. MARTIN
1215 Mississippi; girl, Letia ton, 1665 Kansas; boy, Barry visiting professor during the State university for the Ph.D. to police three days later by
Miss Nell Peerson, who is asMichelle.
Bernard.
Rankin's
father.
degree
TownMrs.
in
mathematics.
1962-63 season at Ball State
MONTGOMER
sociated with the Foundation
Y, Ala. — (UPI) — Gov. George
- Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Teachers college in Muncie,
Both men still must do their send told the Tri-State Defend- for World Literacy with head- C. Wallace
set the stage today for his second showWright, 1489 Miller; girl, She- Ind. During the summer she dissertations and take oral ex- er that she kept expecting to
345 N. Manassas; a boy.
quarters in the Hickmanl down with the Federal Government in three
Mr. and Mrs. Evy E. Bratch- ha Renee.
months
see her daughter return home. building.
was at Atlanta university aminations.
by ordering a white high school to delay desegregael-. 862 Mississippi; boy, Mi- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Welch, where she participated in a
LeMoyne's faculty will asRelatives of Rodgers said
thei
was
suggested
at
It
tion for one week.
chael Anthony.
232 Auction; a boy.
foreign language institute for semble in the Alumni Room they doubted that he knew
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. James White- high school teacher,of French of the new library building on either one of the victims who meeting that persons interestWallace, a fiery segregation- preme executive power in the
attending
in
literacy
ed
the
441 Tillman; a girl.
Monday morning, Sept. 9, at were found with him. They
low, 1433 James; a boy.
hat who has been considering state and declaring him tilt
as
well
class,
as
persons
inAlbert
10. On Monday afternoon at were not aware, either, that
WilMr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Yarber,
entering a few Presidential head of the law enforcement
terested in volunteering to primaries next year to attract machinery.
4 o'clock, the faculty will give he owned a pistol.
hams. 1659 Sidney; girl, Bob- 382 Hernando; boy, Carlos
classes
the
teach
send
should
a
formal
farewell
Nell.
to Dr. Floyd
bie
Pierre.
a "protest" vote against PresWallace said he acted to
NOT HIS GIRL
their names to the Memphis
L. Bass who resigned the deanMr. and Mrs. Solomon B. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Puckett,
Mrs. Rodgers said that the Urban League, 548 Beale St. ident Kennedy, sent more than "preserve the peace and mainship of LeMoyne to accept a
lumen% WS Davis; girl, 3036 Nathan; boy, Jeffrey
100 tough Alabama state tam n domestic tranquility
and
similar position at Alabama report that her son had been
Sheila.
Persons interested in attend- troopers to Tuskegee, Ala., to to protect the lives
Bernard.
and propState College in Montgomery. sent to prison for assaulting ing classes should indicate that back up his order.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Barnette,
erty of all cititens of Alaa girl friend was false.
772 Walnut: a girl.
.270 Caldwell; girl, Regina
they want to be students.
There were strong indica- barns."
The incident happened
Mr. and Mrs. Josh Hopkins,
Among persons of the citi- tions Wallace would take aim- In hit inauguration address
while he was home on furlough
1651 N. Hollywood; girl, Car- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starks,
zens group attending the ilar steps in Birmingham, Mo- he had pledged to maintain
from the Army, Mrs Rodgers
danus.
2127 Clayton; boy, Cedric
meeting were: Rev. James A. bile and Huntsville later this "segregation now, segregation
explained.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Davis,' Earl.
McDaniel, executive secre- week to force the Federal goy- tomorrow, segregation for.
2503 Staten; boy, Theodus.
"He had gone to the laundry tary of the local Urban ernment to intervene again in
Mr. and Mrs. Artlee Shields,
ever."
Aug. 26.
, l84, Gill; girl, Sharon Annto get his clothing and found League; A. Maceo Walker, Alabama with troops.
Wallace's executive orderamk
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Jones,!ette.
some
pieces
missing,"
she
said,
Rev. Starks. J. A. Beauchamp, President Kennedy received
DR. JUANITA WILLIAMSON
2077 Kansas; boy, Troy Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Myles,
."and he got' into an argument Thaddeus T. Stokes, and El- reports op Wallace's new defi- was issued less than an boW
re VI* .33 Negroes wire
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Har- 1 330 Outer Parkway; boy, Wilwith the white clerk. He was mer Henderson.
ance at his vacation house in arrive for classes in Tuskeg,
Demetria.
ris, 356 S. Wellington; girl,. lie Lee.
arrested and sent to prison for
Hyannis Port, Mass., and the site of the Tuskegee Institu.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Yolanda Maria.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
stabbing her."
administration was described for Negroes and former honn:
Webster, 598 Brown Mall; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Hughes, Johnson, 1080 Firestone;
While Rodgers was in pris15e seriously concerned about
boy. Darrell.
of Negro' leader Booker
1955 Perry; boy, Phillip liar- • Cornelius Jr.
on, he was given an "undethe situation.
Washington.
morns.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burton, Mr. and Mrs. Walter A.
sirable discharge" from the
(Continued From Page 1)
The President conferred by It caught Tuskegee
Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. 857-B Neptune; girl, Sybil Dortch, 1160 Springdale; girl,
school
service. He had planned to
telephone with Attorney Gen- officials by surprise.
Betts, 1323 Nichoias; twin Irene.
Trina Devon LaShelle.
back this enthusiasm you have eral
PROF. LIONEL A. ARNOLD appeal that decision,
Robert F. Kennedy who
boys.
School Supt. C. A. Pruit)
shown here this morning with cut
• Mr. and Mrs. Huey Savis, Mr. and Mrs. James L. RobMILES APART
short a Maine vacation to
Mr. and Mrs. John Plunkett, 1175 Englewood; boy, Lorenza. inson, 465 Wicks; girl, Lora
All three of the victims' action at schools Tuesday, rush back to Washington in emerged from a meeting ist
456 Tillman. boy, John III.
Wednesday,
his office to aortounce: "the
Thursday, etc."
Mr. and Mrs. Ceasar Gilles- Yvette.
were buried last week. Rodgorder to keep up with the deMr. and '
Mrs. Lee Bogard. pie, 589-F S. Lauderdale; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cox,
(school) board has taken no
ers was buried following The demonstrators also heard velopments.
1525 S. Cooper; buy, Melvin 1 Ceasar Lee.
action
in this matter."
887 Mississippi; boy, Eugene
graveside services on Wednes- a fiery speech from Rev. R. Thirteen
Negro students —
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Zack Erving, Jr.
Asked what he meant kri
day, while the teenage sweet- Norsworthy, pastor of Mt. Mo- eight girls
and five boys — this. Pruitt
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Lytle, 778 Bullington; girl, Debra
replied: "As far ag
hearts who had died together riah Baptist church.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie T.
were scheduled to begin classes
283 Adolphus; boy, Tony Lee. Elaine.
Woods, 1556 Minnie; boy, Lawwere buried miles apart.
•".(r"
'
.
re.
He received a standing ova- at Tuskegee this Labor Day fh• board is concerned, the
Aug. 27.
Auq. 30.
school
is open."
rence Eugene.
Young Rankins was buried tion when he said "we are un- holiday, traditionally
the startMr. and Mrs. Wallace Hunt. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Reddick,
on Thursday in New Park alterably opposed to segrega- ing date for schools
in Macon
968 Baby Row; boy, Tony Cur- Tribble, 478 Laclede; girl, Car- 613 Beale; girl, Peggy Ann.
cemetery after services on tion because it destroys com- County, Ala., where
Negroes
ts.
olyn Denise.
Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Malone,
night. Funeral munication. He added, "the outnumber whites seven
to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Mr. and Mrs. Thurston A. 2658 Spottswood; boy, Michael
services for Miss Townsend extended-day is a sadistic plan one.
Thomas, 770 Williams, boy. Lewts. 1445 Davis; girl, Tonya Evans.
were held last Thursday at to perpetuate segregation in
An
hour before classes
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Ren-,
the New Bethel Baptist church this city, and it reflects the started,
Wallace issued an exfroe, 1941 Carver; boy, Chris-,
five miles east of Hernando, racial bias of E. C. Stimbert." ecutive
order instructing the
topher Latroy.
Miss., with burial in the (superintendent of schools.)
high school, the only white
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Bolchurch cemetery.
school in Tuskegee, to delay its
An internationally famous
den, 2315 Pratt; girl, BronzPolice have established the .32 calibre pistol found in opening for
PROF. WILLIAM T.
one week.
male hair stylist'. Norman Trist
I juan Edith.
that all of the youths Were Rodgers' hand.
FLETCHER
He sent 107 state troopers, van of New
York Cite and
killed by bullets fired from
The case is officially closed. led by Highway Patrol
Chief Paris, France, is scheduled te
Col. Al Lingo, the tough vet- come to Memphis Tuesday*,
eran of integration demonstra- Sept. 10 to demonstrate a newi
Be a
tions at Birmingham last May, line of hair products — Parif
TY
to Tuskegee to ring the large Velvet.
red brick building and turn
The hair clinic and work.Family
away the school busloads of shop
is sat for 10 a.m. to 5
white students who were on p.m.
at the Flamingo Room,
MODIFIED
their
way to classes when Wal- 1401/2 Hermando
WHOLE MILK
and make
St. All lilace's order was announced.
SKIM MILK
FOR
censed beauticians are urgel
The
troopers
FOR "FIGURE"
broke
up a to attend.
VIGOR
crowd of Negroes that gathered
The clinic will climax with
near the campus and a white a Hair Style
Show and a dance
man shouted to Lingo, "Call at the Flamingo
Room,, startyour boys off," was hustled ing at 9 p.m.
away from th
he
omse
c.ne
e
and esFor further
information,
corted
yd
write or call, Tejar Supoly.
' Wallace cited the Alabama Company, 866 Whittincton St„,
RtalSZSZSZCi.2.57_525-c2..E....• '
,i1.25525251766:2529.5132
t!3,1:2_5232,2525662515=.256752.95
257-522529_225252573Z,
constitution as giving him su- Memphis. Phone 423-5305.
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Famous Hair
Stylist Comes
To Memphis :*

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
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'61 Cher.
Air, R., '53 Jeep Wagon, ExH., Extra Ni $100 tra Clean, Only $395
—3
Dovn.
Starts SATURDAY! .t
195
'60 Chev. Covair. Like
Sept, 7 One Big Week I
'60 Ford, V-8, 2
$995
(500) Radio, Heate New
One Of The Outstanding Pictures Of The Year
Only
$99
ords & Chevys, 10
'61 Ford Falcon, 4 dr, nvert. As Low As THE GREAT ADVENTURE BEGINS WITH
Only One Owner
$895
$1295
'61 Olds.
Super '58 Ford Wagon,
88 2 dr, R.H., $100 Back To School Special
$695
Down, E-Z Terms.

bfai DAISY

'59 Ford Gal. 4 dr. '63 Ford Gal. (500)
Loaded. 2 To Choose Demo. Low Miles, As
From
$995 Low As
$2195

Financing No Praem, We Own Our
Finance Company
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Ernest Young Is Installed As
New President Of Local Jaynes
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"LT'S BUY MARY A ,head of that particular school
HORSE" is the political joke this fall.
THE GOOD LUCK TOAD
around city hall. The joke goes
something like this: If we buy brought the bacon home. It
Mary a horse, she'll let Henry is said that a man went to the
run for mayor again, and if Dog Track in West Memphis
Henry runs, Bill will run and with a toad in his pocket to
if Bill moves out of the Public bring him good luck in betting
Works slot Pete will run and on the dogs. The man stroked
if Pete will announce for Pub- the toad, the toad croaked the
lic Works, Lane will take on lucky number and the man
won $100. How lucky can some
Buddy.
A CITY SCHOOL PRINCI- toads do be?
PAL'S ears must be burning—
WE ERRED IN STATING
if there is any truth in the last week that it was the Delta
ge which says that ones' Sigma Theta sorority which
burn whenever he is talk- was unfortunate enough to
ed about. If so, this principal's have experienced a fight durears must be shooting out ing a recent dance at Curries
flames like a flame-thrower. Club Tropicana, The fracas
Here's the dope. The principal erupted, but another organizais accredited with issuing art tion was the sponsor. We reedict about the March on Gal- gret that the Deltas suffered
breath's office last Saturday an embarrassment over the
morning by a citizen group report.
THE NEW JAYCEE PRESIDENT
headed by the local NAACP,
The new Jaycee President, Ernest L.
lina Mutual Life Insurance Company, feaso this effect: "any student
Young (center) is receiving the gavel from
tured speaker at the installation dinner
participating in the march will
the outgoing president, Thaddeus T.
held at Tany's Inn last Tuesday. (Photo
be expelled." He added, reStokes. At the left is Lonnie Walker, manHenry Ford.
portedly: "Any parent particager of the Memphis office of North Care ipating or permitting their
KANSAS
CITY,
Mo.
—
sons and daughters to participate is stupid. And if he can (UPI) — Gus Badele. owner
Rights Bill To Get Nod
discover who passed out some of the Desert Inn Restaurant,
NAACP handbills at his school, complained about a "little old
Another "workers'" meeting announces the director, Roscoe
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
lady" who apparently views
he will expel them.
of the Citizens *on-Partisan!R. McWilliams.
Rep. Emanuel Celler predictIN ANOTHER CASE a coun- his restaurant as an oasis for
that his House Judiciary
Registration
Committee
is McWilliams said that all
ty principal was accused of be- tea drinkers.
Subcommittee would approve
for
Wednesday, workers and persons who are
ing unable to account for $2,"I've given away a million scheduled
civil rights legislation in much
000 of school funds. The prin- glasses of water," Badele said, Sept 4, at 8 p in., at Mt. Olive willing to volunteer are exthe same form as requested by
name does appear as "but this takes the cake.
CME church, 538 Linden ave., pected to attend.
President Kennedy.

e

Serve, Not Sell Tea
In Mo. Restaurant

Workers In Voters Drive To Meet
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Ernest L. Young, a districtied secretary by the presulig ,1
manager of Universal Life In- I installing the officers ss
surance company, was installed! Loalle C. Walker, manager
as the 199344 president of the, the local North Carolina Mil Negro Junior Chamber of ituat insurance company, woo
Commerce during the annual leis.) gave the featured address.( A ringing declaration of supinstallation dinner irt Tony's Walker told the dinner audi-1 port was given to Frederick C.
Inn last Tuesday evening. Be- elite: the success or failure of Helen at the banquet of the
fore his election to the new an organization hinges upon' N a tiona
Alliance of Postal
educe ne was executive vice Ithe atuaide taken by persons;
tioluen Anniverpresident.
!involved, He said: "It is post)ther officers installed in- sible to have an organization'sary Luilvention, August 22,
ery Hudson Hotel in
eluded: °us Lignifoot, an IOU per cent in harmony with .11 1.11e Hn
agent for URion Protective In- the program." Ile went on to .sew Yolk Lily.
eAiuent
aurance company, vice presi- explain that sonic persons in
O
OIL yo.tal ctIllptuy,V vegandent of extemal affairs; Autos organizations
underestimate
Vr,
114L 1.11 U10
R• Jones, district manager ot the importance of their job
I
Union, Protective Insurance and do unnecessary worrying
1,1
ilk!
upeixituas,
Company, and past president about who will get the credit
11.6 lUt
1,realit Job
of tne Jaycees, vice president for it job well done.
01 USC
of internal affairs; Charles W. "Or it could be that no one
alaws.
Westbrook, a public relations wants to take the blame for
sue
representative for a tobacco failure — someone must take
so.a.ed by fori'ostioas,eg ueneial J.
Company and past president of the blames. Often failure is
Ig.owa,u
uay i.egnily nas peen
the Jaycees, executive vice an opportunity for success.
president; Robert Richmond, a Criticism is often helpful, a
speculaservice station operator, was positive, constructive attitude
re elected treasurer; Sam will do a lot more toward innun ill cued Lie adnitinstraQualls, a mortician and past creasing interest and effort," ,i.e. aininy oi
high nested
president of the Jaycees, pub- said Walker.
Nt!ti as the fairness
lie relations director; Willard
Also speaking briefly was Willi wham tie has dealt with
Bell, employed by Universal the outgoing president, Thad-!postal employees. Helen deLife Insurance company and dens T. Stokes.
tlie Millis address to the
Jaycee past president, parliaA in o n g guests attending 111Wre than
dinner guests,
mentarian; Lawrence Mason,! were Mesdames Garfield yk men included Mayor Wagvice president of membership Campbell, Ernest L. Young, ;Ii•r; J. Raymond Jones, New
procurement; Garfield Camp-!Willard Bell, Rufus R. Jon.,, 0, political leader; and Roy
bell, a free lance photographer, Samuel Peace, Father Then Wiikins, executive secretary
chaplain.
(I((re, Miss Wilma Davis and
the NAACP.
Mayor Haywood was select- MI,
. May LeFlore.
The banquet was also addressed by diehard J. Murphy,
•
Assistant Pm
ostaster General
of the Bureau of PersonneF
Murphy scored in sharp terms
the allegations by southern
white postal employees of
"discrimination in reverse."
1:4 •

Ne ro Fund Integrates
Pa. City Amid Protests ,,

NEW TODAY!
PERFECT BREAD WRAP!
No Other Bread HasThis
'WONDER Exclusive

FOLCROFT, Pa.
(UPI) — walls were spattered with egg.Policy ordered a curfew at and the word "nigger" wit-.
Delmar Village, where a Ne- painted across the front of the
gro family moved in touching new home.
off mob violence, and warned
"The picnic is over." said
that anybody on the streets state police Capt. Albert Henafter 10 P.M. would be arrest- ry, head of a 100-man state
ed.
police detail in the neighborA jeering, rock and egg- hood as Baker and his wife
throwing mob of about 500 cleaned up debris and repaired
white persons shattered every
what damage they could.
window
in the home of
There were 12 police officers
Horace and Sara Baker. A
firebomb was lobbed into a patrolling the area on horsesecond floor bedroom, theiback.
-"

Skating Chicagoan Ends
1 1000-Mile Trip To D. C.
WASHINOTON—(UPI) — The weariest civil rights
marcher probably was truck driver Ledger Smith of Chicago. It took him 10 days to get to Washington on his
roller skates.
Smith, a 27-year-old semi-professional skater, hung
a sign reading "freedom" on his back and set out for the
trip of nearly 1,000 miles Aug. 17.

NEW BEDFORD, Mass,
— Lou Gutierrez will
meet Bob Young in a 10-round
middleweight bout at Sargent
Field Sept. 9, promoter Sam
Silverman announced.
Gutierrez, of Managua, Nicaragua, is the Middleweight
champion of Central America.
Young, of Providence, ml. I.,
is the. former light heavyweight
champion of New England.
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CATCH FINGERS AND SLICES!
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KEEPS FRESH LONGER!

Now...FAMOUS
WONDER BREAD
...FIRST in quality for 40 years! Memphis
folks have enjoyed the famous goodness of
Wonder Bread for 40 years. Better tasting—better toasting—fresh when you get
it—keeps fresh longer.
Get FAMOUS WONDER BREAD in the
first and only perfect wrap at your nearest
food store now.
•

01963, CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, Inrcirporatad
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Gutierrez Meets Young
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PAIGE
"I have been young, and God has a peculiar way of supnow am old; yet I have not plying our needs and not only
seen the righteous forsaken, is it true today but it has been
nor his seed begging bread!" historically so. Those who wait
—Psalms 37:25 on the Lord have received
"And what more shall I their rewards.
To the sick, the distressed,
say? for the time would tail
the friendless, and the hopeme to tell of Gedeon and of less God holds out a hand of
Barak, and of Samson, and welcome and strength. If we
of Jephthae, of David, and would but place our all in Him,
Samuel, and of the prophets, there would be no reason for
concern. It is my belief that
who through faith subdued
oftimes our concern is evikingdoms, wrought 'right- dence of our lack of faith. Toeous, obtained promises, and day in this world of conflict
stopped the mouths of lions." and distress the sole salvation
—Hebrews 11:32-33 of men is wrapped up in the
fact that we need an expresTHE FUTURE
sion of faith.
One needs but to walk down
God has shown to men in
any street today to find someone who has come to the end all ages that He can measure
of his wits. Life has nothing to up to the occasion. This day
Men once
offer him. The days ahead are is no exception.
distress, becloudfilled with darkness and dis- again in this
tress. Apparently the future ed day need to return to God
has little or nothing to offer and become recipients of His
in terms of positive compensa- goodness. Only to the extent
that we return to Him will
tion.
•
•
our days be brightened.
* a
no
*
Only this week I talked with
gr a no *` **
,* • *
several people who saw no David still speaks to us and
•
*
•* *4 •
has al*• •
reason for trying to go on. A reminds us that God
*
young man wanting to go to ways taken care of the righta •646
:
0
0,
5
•
school, a mother whose daugh- eous. Paul still reads off the
long
list
of
those
whom
God
W
*
)
0
,
ter had failed to live up to
no reaexpectations, a man whose has blessed. There is
Elder and Mrs. Ralph Peay, and their
pastor of the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day
faithfulness
house was on the verge of be- son why through
daughter, Ralita Alene, are seen in their
Adventist church. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
our
names
can
not
be
added
ing sold, and few others who
home in Lakeview Gardens. He is the new
seemed at the end of the way. to this list.
SEEK UTOPIAS
The minister wonders what
he can tell people in such conditions. If these things were
just starting they would be
problems, but they have been
going on throughout the entire span of years that man
'has inhabited this earth.
Elder Ralph Peay, who came led for the ministry, gradu- Tenn.
History has always been a
During the morning service,
here recently as pastor 'of the ating in 1952. A year later he
picture of man's quest for an
Blvd. Seventh Day received his master's degree Elder Peay begins his preachUtopia and it has been equally Mississippi
ing with a sermon to the
Adventist church at 1051 Misaccurate in its portrayal of an
theology from Andrews
blvd., has established in
young people in the congreUtopia that has always been sissippi
university
in
Washington,
gation, who are now taking
evasive in man's pursuit. It three goals for his ministry in
D.
C.,
with
a
minor
in
Biblical a more active part in the ser's at this point that man's frus- Memphis.
vices since he arrived. He also
They are the purchase or Languages.
tration and concern becomes
conducts the youth choir.
most acute. In his attempt to the erection of a new church to OTHER CHURCHES
Mrs. Peay is the former Miss
He had pastored churches in
find an answer man finds him- house the expanding church
self running from pillar to membership, the establish- Montgomery, Ala., Greens- Juanita Jackson of Jacksonment of a 12-grade church ville and Greenwood, Miss., ville, Fla., who also attended
oost in quest of an answer.
No doubt, as one looks at the school, and service in the gen- and Lexington and Covington Oakwood college and gradwords of David and Paul, chos- eral interest of the city of in Kentucky before going to uated from Andrews univerChattanooga. In addition to sity in Berrien Springs, Mich.,
en for our center of thought Memphis.
Looking younger than 32, serving the 305 member con- with a degree in secretarial
today, we can see anxious men
standing before both laden Elder Peay is often amused gregation in Memphis, he also science.
down with problems. David when persons looking for the ministers to the 59 members The Peays live in
Lakeview
tells them through his long minister of the church pass of the Lane Ave. Seventh Day
Gardens at 4922 Ortie drive
span of years he has never him up and mistake an elderly Adventist church in Jackson,
and are the parents of one
seen the righteous forsaken.
deacon or elder for the pas
daughter, Ralita Alene, age
for.
PAUL'S MESSAGE
five.
Elder Peay was transferred
Paul tells his generation that
history bears but the fact that to Memphis from Chattanooga
:acid ha; been with men in all to replace Elder Charles R.
walks of life. Each one of these Graham, who is now pastorgreat patriarchs of their day ing the Magazine St. Seventh
tells his hearers that God is Day Adventist church in Louisable. Today is no different. ville, Ky. Mrs. Graham taught
at Manassas High school.
Rev. S. B. Kyles, hardACTIVE IN COMMUNITY
working chairman of the
In Chattanooga, the young
armonizers
o
Educational Comminister was active in commu- NAACP's
nity affairs, as well as church mittee here and pastor of the
business. For the past two Monumental Baptist church,
years he served as president is confined to the West Tenof Interdenominational Minnessee Tuberculosis hospital,
isterial Alliance, and for six
months was a member of the where he must have complete
Mayor's Bi-Racial Committee rest for the next few months.
for the Desegregation of PubMrs. Kyles, his wife, said
The Staple Singers, Wil- lic Schools. The committee was
liams Sisters and Dixie Won- dissolved after a program of that the pastor was admitted
Automobile, Furniture
ders are expected to fill the desegregation went into effect. to the hospital after he sufferSignature
halls with vocal music when Elder Peay, as a boy back ed a bronchial ailment, and
Them Is a reason why people
a program is held at Clayborn in Greensboro, N. C., wanted that the hospital is still run- like to do busin•es with us.
You,
Temple AME church, 294 to become a mathematics pro_ ning tests on him.
too, will like our courteous treatShe said that her husband ment and d••Ir• to h•Ip you.
Hernando St., Sunday, Sept. 8, fessor.
starting at 8 p. m., announces "After I joined the Seventh had worked extremely hard "Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Theo Wade.
Day Adventist church at the in the NAACP's project to
Saturdays 9100 to 700
The program is being spon- age of 15," he said, "I decided eliminate the split shift at
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Negro high schools, and had
sored to celebrate the anni- to enter the ministry."
Horns Owned
Home Operated
exhausted.
become
versary of the Christian Har- He entered Oakwood college
DIXIE
now
Dwana,
Their
daughter,
studin Huntsville, Ala., and
monizers.
FINANCE COMPANY
seven, was among the first
"W• like to any yes to your
Negro children to attend inloan request"
tegrated classes in Memphis.
Examined and Supervised by
A third child, Drusheena, six,
the State Deportment of
Insurance and Banking.
will enter the first grade at
Bruce Elementary school this
2 LOCATIONS
fall. A son, Dwaine, nine, will 161 S. Main, JA 1-85111
be a fourth grade student 152 Madison, JA
5-7611
there.

NAACP's FIRST LEGAL INTERN
NAACP's first legal Intern — Julius LeYonne Chambers, center, last week became
the first legal intern of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund., Inc., and
here he is seen being Interviewed by a New
York City newsman as Jack Greenberg,
right, director-counsel of the Fund, looks
on. Greenberg said the program will train

H
Celebrate Their

Dean-Registrar Thomas I. Sept. 4 and 5.
dli C0101, and Color
On Wednesday, Sept. 11,,
Willard announces that regisCombinations
tration for the 1963 Fall Sem- classes will begin and Pres.
Dodo*
for Ushers oral
Charles L. Dinkins will speak
••
Organizations
ester will begin Friday and
at the Opening Convocation as '
Saturday, Sept. 6 and 7 for new Owen college enters her tenth
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
Pulpits, hes, Cerme.Talls
students and Monday and year of operation.
Lowest Prices ArollabIe
Tuesday. Sept. 9 and 10 for' The fast growing junior colWAITE FOR ME (575100
advanced students.
lege enrolled the first students,
Orientation and Testing of Jan. 18, 1954.
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 It.,D.E. SSWbtteh&Iit,,S.
new students will be held
Late registration will be
Washington. 2,D.0 Atlanta 3,Gesrgic.
Wednesday
and
Thursday, held Sept. 11 thru 16.

LOOK THROUGH
your Brand-New
QUALITY STAMPS
GIFT BOOK
for
QUALITY GIFTS!
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Wonderful World of Gifts
in Quality Stamps
colorful 90 page
ceitalog!
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SAVE 80*
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RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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•
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Owen College Begins Tenth Year

Pastor Lists New Church And
School As Goals For Adventists

Rev. Kyles A
Patient At West NEED
;ASH!
Tenn. Hospital

selected young attorneys in civil rights law.
In turn, they will eventually set up practice in the South where civil rights lawyers
are needed. The NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, which is currently defending 7,500
demonstrators In 125 civil rights actions.
will have 17 full-time attorneys by fall.
(Bagwell Photo).
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.Scenes From Marchers In Nation Capital

BEFORE THE START OF THE CEREMONY
Before the start of the ceremony demonstrators milled

around seeking a little comfort from the heat.
'SS

ON THEIR WAY

•

On th-ir way to the Lincoln Memorial is the above porof the more than 200,000 which gathered in Wash-

Ington for the "March for Jobs and Freedom." (All
los by Hooks Bros.)

Cora.,
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E DEPT.
Tobin
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ORMS
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ref

REFLECTING POOL
fleeting pool near Lincoln Memorial is
being used to
ol the "hot dogs" of some of the
Marchers. Notice
ttlevision cameramen, photographers and other men
from
it

news media on the first ledge of the Lincoln Memorial.
The early arrivers are waiting for the ceremony to start.

The March: 300,000 Different
People; One Goal—Freedom Now
By TEVEN GERSTEL
. WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The greatest civil
rights
march in U.S. history, hailed as a huge success by
its
backers, gave new impetus to the American Negro's
centuries-old struggle for racial equality.
A vast throng, estimated by police chief Robert
V. purray to have numbered

ing than a militant civil rights dignity" of the gathering. He
demonstration.
I pledged to push for new civil
At the end of a long and rights legislation, and to conFROM MEMPHIS
weary day, with words of , tinue efforts for more jobs "and
From Memphis: Above is part of the Marchers who went
Other individuals went by train, plane and in automopraise from President Kennedy 1 to eliminate discrimination in
from Memphis. M_____ore than 58 went. Sponsorhut buses to
biles.
and Washington officials, they , employment practices."
Washington were local chapters of NAACP and CORE.
streamed out of the city by bus, The Rev, Fred L. Shuttles- 1 _
--- - --- --- train, plane and auto in the i worth, a Baptist preacher who,
more than 300,000 at its peak. the rally — which resmbld,
same disciplined manner that ' was one of the leaders of the weeks of planning for the its flood. Dressed in their best
cortverged on the capital for more a revivalist camp
clothes — rusty black "Sundayprevailed
throughout
1 he Birmingham, Ala., civil rights march, it was "the greats1
h
id 'demonstration for freedom in go-to- meeting" suits for South"March for Jobs and Freedom." battle said the
ern farmers, the latest Paris
The President, who met with "inevitably lead to an outbreak the nation's history."
You are liereiri!''.er pained arz• hereby notified that the time
The march leaders will meet fashions for young New York
for payment on the storage ei)arge secured by lein upon your the 10 march leaders for more of little Washingtons all over
in New York within the next matrons — they streamed into
preperty has expired after due notices there of have been given than an hour, declared that the I the country.
10 days to map further plans. the -Washington
Monument
yott, we will sell the hereinafter named property stored by YOU march had advanced the cause "I shall propose a civil
rights
Robert E. Jones and his ries of the church included Dr.
or'in your name in the Ace Movers & Storage Warehouse at 1700 of the nation's 20 million Ne- march through the South that These will include possible con - 'grounds.
Schutze, executive
wife,
Dr. Margaret Bradley- Andrew
Clielsea Avenue, Memnhis, Tenn. Spid property will be sold to groes and of all mankind.
Ry 9:55 they totaled 40,000,
will go straight into the black tinuous "counter - filibuster"
the best and highest bidder at 12:00 o'clock on September 10,
He said he could not help belt of Alabama and Mississip- demonstrations in the capital police said. Some 20 minutes Jones, missionaries to Nigeria, committee of the Lutheran
1983, and continuing from day to day, if necessary until all but be impressed with the
should a Southern talkathon later: 50.000. Then 70,000, 100,- Africa, were commissioned in Human Relations Association,
pi this year and in 1964. We
I
goods are or until all of our said storage lein claims are
"deep fervor and the qu iet i must provide 'little Washing- threaten President Kennedy's 000, 125,000 until Chief Murray a special service at -Ebenezer headquarters at Valparaiso,
;fled.
Evangelical Lutheran church
Ind.; the Rev. Edgar Pflug of
' tons' everywhere so that the civil rights legislation when it estimated that at the rally's at Harding and 13th St.
names of the respective individuals herein notified, togecher with a description of their respective tots of furniture,
. Negro in the cotton field who comes up for Congressional ac- •climax they numbered more
St. Stevens, Donald Becker of
Young
Kenneth
Rev.
The
hotasehold goods, etc., follow to wit:
than 300,000.
can't get to Washington can lion later this year.
gave the commission sermon. 1st Emanuel; Dr. Theodore
•
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Chief Murray estimated that
have a chance to express himA swaying forest of placards
Lot No, 1728 Mr. & Mrs. D. L. Rodgers last known address as
The liturgy was pronounced Nickel, 2nd vice president of
marchabout
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said.
and
all
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rebanners
Ile
3218 Averton Crossing Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 2 Piece Bedroom
by the Rev. Edward May, ex- Missouri Synod; and the Rev.
MORE
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Also present were officials
chine, Rug & Pad, Rollaway Bed & Mattress.
ty, described the march as "the cent.
The leaders had scheduled
Other participating dignita- of the national and Chicago
GROUNDELOOR
end of the Negro protest and
Josephine Baker, the 60-year- the march—a symbolic eight•H
chapters of Lutheran Medical
STERICK BUILDING
the beginning of the American old Negro expatriate who flew teenths of a mile from Wash- )
crush was so great that some Mission Association.
'WHERE MIA'S IMF YOU
protest."
'here from Paris, told the dem- ington Monument to the Lin- i
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To 74-year-old Negro labor onstrators they were "together coin Memorial — for promptly of those who fainted had to
SERVICE"
leader A. Philip Randolph, as salt and pepper, just as you .at 11:30 A.M. But the march- be passed hand to hand over
tired and drawn from the should be. You are a united ers, hymn-singing and chant• the heads of the crowd to first
aid stations on the sidelines.
people at last."
ing, started marching sometime;
Military policemen at the
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They heard speech after
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w."
"Freedom
—
N
same:
were ready to march and they
at about 22,000.
speaker
declared
after
Speaker
Rut then the tide reartied marched."
He and the other nine march that the Negro had waited too
leaders. six Negroes and four long for equal rights, until
No. 1742 Ray Dye last known address as 2255 Union, Memwhites, joined hands and hur- finally came the most passion, Tennessee as following: 4 Piece Sectional Couch, 2 Lamp
ried to catch up with the ate cry of all from the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
les, 1 Cocktail Table. Metal Dinette Table and 4 Chairs. 3throng.
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
ece Bedroom Suite Complete and All Personal Belongings.
, Down 90-foot-wide Constitu- "The time is now," he shout'
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Avenue the great time is now."
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They Have Marched
The March On Washington
came off and the heavens and the
stars didn't fall on the Capitol. All
the predictions of violence, of provocative incidents, of infiltration by
disparate and inaidioum groups proved preposterously false.
Attention had been called to the
risks in massing so many people on
an issue so emotional and so explosive. But the planners of the demonstration had gone to extraordinary
lengths to maintain discipline, to assure observance of all laws, and to
avoid any semblance of coercive
pressure on individual members of
Congress.
No one can be sure what the
legislative fruits of the March will
be. However, we do not share the
cynicism voiced in some quasi-friendly quarters that the results would
be negative.
The purpose of the March was
neither intimidation nor coercion.
"We march to redress old grievances
and to help resolve an American
crisis ... our bodies, numbering over

100,000, will bear witness — will
serve historic notice — that Jobs
and Freedom are needed NOW."
Whether Congress will realize,
once and for all, its legislative responsibility in the crisis that its own
Logligence has fanned, is a disturbing speculation. One thing looms
with ominous inevitability that is if
Congress fumbles once more the
opportunity to throw its weight in
the resolution of the racial grievances, the unrest will reach an intensity so overpowering as to upset
the country's serenity, peace azid
order.
The black revolution will no
longer be confined to peaceable
demonstrations, but extended to
militant, loud protests with increasing and more serious clashes with
police or national guards.
The next stage of this revolt
may be far more critical, if clear-cut
assurances are not given to sustain
the hope of better days and a more
certain future.

We Must Unite
A gratifying moment in the struggle for black unity has just occurred
in New York. Malcolm X staged a
unity meeting at a Harlem street
corner. He had asked eleven Negro
leaders to attend. Three showed up.
Letters came from the others. That is
what the New York Times reported.
But the significant thing is that
the Muslim spokesman said that "if
capitalistic Kennedy and Communistic Khrushchev can find something
common on whether to form a united
white front, then it's time for the socalled Negro leaders to submerge
their trivial differences by forming a
united black front."
Such a position can be welcomed.
It may be only a beginning in the
necessary struggle to close ranks, just
as the American-Soviet agreement to
partially cease atomic testing is also
a beginning in the catastrophic hydrogen bomb race.
May be the "hot war" between integrationists and nationalists will
cool down. Roy Wilkins reportedly
wrote to Malcolm X "I have never
been apprehensive about appearing at
a meeting sponsored by the Muslims."
These are extraordinary developme4ts;and the Defender greets them
as straws in the wind of change toward unification. There is plenty that
nationalists and integrationists have
in common: color. Jim Crow, joblessness, the whole syndrome of human
frustration.

The things that we have not got
give us common cause. Our differences in policy, approach, tactic,
strategy: these we must be flexible
about as the attack upon us increases,
as the moderates leave us, as the
present great press our cause.
Against the uncertainties of the
future we must all gird as black brothers and sisters. We most be prepared to close ranks if serious emergencies occur.
What integrationist can disagree
with Elijah Muhammad's belief that
an America which cannot find work
for its own white unemployed can
truthfully and sincerely mean what
it says about full employment for
blacks?
Who can disagree with the Muslims' statement that we are taxed but
not truly represented in office? Anyone who reads Muhammad Speaks
cannot fail to see that this publication
regularly reports the struggle for integration,still it knows genuine struggle when it occurs, and admires courageous struggle.
Yes, there is ground for common
purpose between all of us. Let us go
forward looking for places and purposes upon which we can unit. Let
us show the white community that
we can close ranks. Let us beat them
at the game of dividing us. Let us
have more meetings where we can
explore common action together.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
MARCH TO SHRINE
The August 28th March on Washinton established without a doubt—
among many other things — that the
Lincoln Memorial is the shrine for
American, Negroes. The Lincoln Memorial can be looked upon as other
world famous shrines which have a
mysterious influence upon people
seeking relief from known and unknown.agony.
More than 200,000 persons —
both white and black — went to
Washington to tell Lincoln that his
Emancipation Proclamation still has
n.ot been enforced after 100 years of
denials to the American Negro.
The marchers told Lincoln how
Negroes are denied the right to vote
in Mississippi and Alabama, discriminated in. employment in all American cities, denied educational equal
opportunities in southern states and
segregated from decent housing in
most cities.
They told Lincoln, how the Ross
Barnetts, the George C. Wallaces,
the Orval Faubus', the Eastlands,
the Thurmonds. the Talmadges and
many other Southern politicians
spend many hours and tax-payers
dollars devising means to prevent
the Negro from enjoying freedom
like all other citizens of this country.
The marchers told Lincoln that
Ii

the pertons were in error who were
opposed to the demonstration in
Washington because it would hurt
President Kennedy's proposed public
accommodations legislation.
The Negro has waited patiently
since 1876 for Congress to act upon
civil rights legislation which would
legislate him into the great American family.
The marchers also told Lincoln
that they will not swerve in their
determination to save one of the
great countries in the World by continuing to fight every vestige of racial discrimination in. this — our
country.
They also told Lincoln that they
will continue to march to dramatize
to America and to the world the
grave injustices suffered here simply
because they are Negroes.
Echoed from the March on Washington was: if marching, picketing,
demonstrating, sitting in — wadingin and kneeling-in are subversive acts
then America itself was founded and
was built upon subversive acts. Was
it not a protest that prompted the
Pilgrims to come to these shores?
Was it not a demonstration in Boston
(The Boston Tea Party) against the
injustices of England that sparked
Independence? Did we not protest
against England with arms for taxation without representation?

JACKIE ROBINSON

Raps Athletic 'Patsy' Dig
SOME WEEKS ago, in "Negro Digest,"
I read an article by my friend, Doc Young
entitled "The Case of The Athletic Patsies." Doc was taking a scornful editorial
look at some of the race's well-known
athletes who have, at one time or other,
involved themselves in politics. It never
became clear to me, even after finishing
Doc's piece, why he seemed to feel that
athletes have less right to be involved
in politics than—well, for instance-newspapermen and magazine writers. '
The political arena is just crammed
with folk who have come from behind
their typewriters to help govern cities,
states and the nation. Many people felt
that Jim Haggerty acted out the role of
President while Mr. Eisenhower was chairman of the Board and a dedicated golfplayer.
Mr. Young's article was critical of the
fact that, in his opinion, I "goofed" twice
by supporting Dick Nixon. What Doc does
not seem to take into consideration is the
fact that, while I may not be a celebrated
writer of magazine articles like he is, I
still have enough common sense to think
for myself. Unlike some other people who
get involved in politics, I also have enough
moral stamina to always speak for myself,
regardless of who likes or doesn't like
what I say.
Is Doc Young of the opinion that a man
must be ignorant to be an athlete? So far
as I can see, it takes no great wisdom to
make a judgment as to which one of two
people you would like to see elected to the
Presidency.
Arrogant View
Doc says I "struck out twice" in supporting Nixon. That is arrogant rot. Doc
fails to remember that 50 million other
Americans supported the former Vice
President at the polls. Frankly, up until
a few weeks ago, when the President began to really get on the ball on civil rights,
I wasn't too sure we 50 million had been
wrong.
I don't know whether I would support
Mr. Nixon today. I do know that I had my
reasons for doing so in the past. For one
thing I have an unforgettable picture of
the then Vice President returning to this
country from Africa and Asia and telling
the press that every act of discrimination
practised in this country had the effect of
handing a gun to the Communists.

I have an unforgettable picture of Mr.
Nixon answering the threat of Southern
bigots to import a Negro family into the
Vice President's neighborhood to move
next door to him. Dick Nixon retorted:
"Send them—Pat will make them a cake
and I'll help them move in."
I know that, with all the great civil
rights speeches our present Vice President has been making that he failed to
support the drive against filibuster. When
Nixon presided over the Senate. he supported the drive against filibuster.

Ignorant Of Fact
Doc is a good friend of mine, but he
is ignorant of the fact that I pick my candidates by what I believe and not by what
anyone else believes.
I don't know where Doc gets his information from when he says that people of
the West Coast don't care if I never come
out there again, simply because I campaigned out there for Nixon when he ran
for Governor. I don't know what people
Doc is referring to.
But one thing is true. I only go places
where I am invited and where I believe
I can do a decent job in behalf of civil
rights. I don't claim to be a leader, but I
have a right, a duty and a responsibility
as a citizen and a Negro and I intend to
go right on speaking out for what I honestly believe.
If any of the people Doc refers to have
withdrawn friendship from me because
supported Nixon, then its obvious they
weren't my friends in the first place.
While Doe's attitude disappoints me,
I'm very grateful that, according to the
recent Newsweek Poll, there are some
people who believe I am sincere. I am
grateful that people like Roy Wilkins and
A. Philip Randolph and Dr. Martin Luther
King think so. I am grateful that in the
same issue in which Doe's article appeared, a young, brilliant writing discovery,
Eddie Ellis, expressed a completely different opinion of me with regard to my
recent stand on Congressman Adam Clayton Powell and his opinion that we should
throw white people out of the civil rights
leadership.
I'm sorry Dtc, I can't live to please the
Doc Youngs. I can only live to do and say
what Jackie Robinson considers the 'right
thing.'

THE GRAND MARCH
Seems like I'll have to "eat crow"
(take it back) in regard to some of the
things I predicted here regarding the
August 28th "March On Washington."
My basic conclusion .. . on first glance
at the "March" proposal, was that it
would be a dangerous, useless, overdrawn, self-defeating, over-dramatized,
petulant, mob expression that would do
neither Negroes nor America any good.
Maybe, I'm still not altogether wrong.
And even if I am, I have an inalienable
human right to be wrong. But . . . as of
this writing it seems I'll have to fall ipto
agreement wtih most of the articulate
world, that the Negro "March on Washington" was one of history's greatest triumphs of the human spirit.
If it did nothing else the "Marcia
gave American Negroes the opportunitr
to air their grievances to the world. A.
Philip Randolph voiced them eloquently.
And also, if it did nothing else . . . the
"March" proved the flexible strength of
the American system of democracy . . .
the white majority took the "March" in
stride . . . and helped prove that democracy can work . . . even in race relations.
The Negro "March" demonstrators were
not molested in Washington. American
media of communications presented the
event factually and with little evident
bias. American buses, airlines, picnics,
school registrations, and what-have-you,
operated on a basis of business as usual
. . . except expected "breaks to watch the
"March" proceedings.
DRAMATIC IMPACT
However, the apparent "easy coolness"
of the general American public in the acceptance of the "March" could not altga,$`
gether tone down the hot undertones W,
the "March's" dramatic impact. America
and the world were touched deeply by the
historic over-tones of the "March for
Freedom and Jobs" presented by almost a
quarter million black, brown, beige, and
some white Americans. The Negro was
voicing some fundamental aspects of the
American spirit based on the equality of
every man's right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. The "March on
Washington" spoke for more Americans
than Negroes. It spoke also for disin.herited poor whites, Indians, Puerto Ricans,
American Mexicans, Chinese, Japanese,
and other colored "minority" members
. . . as well as many descendants of Eastern and South Europeans. Believe it or
not. The Negro isn't fighting alone. The
"March" demonstrated that to those who
know what's happening.
Perhaps one of the finest and most
pertinently expressive appraisals of the
"March" was penned by Henry Mitchell,
h: •
a Commercial Appeal columnist, who
Love
"Negro
a
being
as
reputation
no
... one day after the March.
A couple of Mitchell's paragraphs of
last Thursday are quoted here for obvious
reasons. He said:
"Who could have guessed the astonishin
ing effect of such discipline and order
effect
startling
the
or
crowd,
a
so massive
rabof the joint blessings by archbishops,
bis and Protestant clergy?
"Like many a big story before it, the
main thing was to notice it was happening.
'DIGNITY AND CALMNESS'
"NBC (National Broadcasting Comits
pany) deserves a special bouquet for
conspicuous efforts to round up opinion
the
opposed to the march. Senators from
South, for example, were all but proddeds
Southerner
to state their views. And
to hear
pleasure
my
shared
have
must
and
dignity
the
with
stated
those views
calmness they are not always given.
the
"I cannot think of any rally on
opposite side of the fence (Europe) con&
pt.?"'
parable to it (The March). The image
sented by these civil rights people seemed
to be one of sincerity, dignity, rightness
legitiof aim (not always coupled with
macy of means), gentleness and wisdom.
"Whether yesterdays (Thursday, Aug.
28) image will prove a total illusion remains to be proved by future action and
responsibility.
"But if any German, Russian, or African, or for that matter, American, had
asked me whether this long rambling series of TV hours was really America, really the sort of thing I wanted foreigners
to see, I wouldn't hesistate to say, 'Yes,
it's America all right. And I don't know
when I have been any prouder of it'."

ALFRED DUCKETT

Hands Off That Manuscript
BECAUSE MY better instincts, my upbringing and my considerable intelligence
tell me that all prejudice is unreasonable
except the prejudice that all prejudice is
unreasonable, I know I shall recover from
a malady which, for the moment, infects
me. For this moment, however, I am afflicted with an encompassing hatred for
all maids.
Here is what happened.
I am writing a book. My deadline is
murderously close and my agent is a tyrant. In order to please this tyrant and to
avoid giving back the advances, I have
holed up in a hotel where the rental will
shortly consume the advance. There is a
maid in this hotel, an utterly charming
woman with a soft voice and, for all the
cliches, the expressive hands of the Gallic.
This maid is known as Maria.
When I meet Maria in the hotel corridor, her manner is so warm and her smile
so incandescent that I have entertained
thought of leaving her a princely tip when
this manuscript has been completed. She
is a fine maid and quite deft and thorough
at making up my bed, tidying the bath-

room and the tiny kitchenette which I had
to have in defense against room service
prices and the hotel's diabolical cooking.

Don't Touch Desk
MARIA and I — I believed — had an
understanding. She was never to be helpful and tidy in regard to the papers on my
desk. I once had a secretary who was always tidying my desk. Normally, it took
me three hours to find anything afterwards
so I could get back to work.
About this book I am writing.
It is the kind of book for which one
must do much research with newspaper
clippings. After bringing into play all the
ingenuity of a Scotland Yard Inspector, I
obtained these dear clippings. A friend
sent them up to me at this isolated spot
by messenger from his midtown office. I
had to sign a receipt for the file of clips, a
receipt on which also was written a vow
that I would return them.
Then, after being a prisoner in my
room for twenty-three hours, sixteen of
which were spent.in putting pen to paper,
I escaped for an hour's brisk walk. As I
strolled down the corridor to the elevator,

I met Maria, flashing smile and soft greeting.
"I come to clean your house soon," M.
said.
How charming of her to call my room
"my house." I brushed away the bitter reflection that at these prices, I could buy a
house and plunged into the streets to forget.
When I returned, Maria had been to
my "house" and departed. Ash trays
gleamed. The bed looked prim. The bathroom could have done honor to a magazine
ad.

Neat, But...
I sat down to work, refreshed by the
neatness of my surroundings. Six hours
later, I reached a portion of my manuscript for which I needed dates and information contained in the folder of clips. I
turned toward the place where I had left
several dozen clippings spread out — My
God — on the bed. The bed held nothing
except the damnably neat spread. Frantically, I searched everywhere else in To
room. Could Maria have—? God no, s
couldn't have. She wouldn't dare
/I
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August 281 1963-A Negro Revolution Comes Of Age
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All Aboard! (upper left) For the Freedom March,
that is. Edward Hill of Austin waves a flag and belts
a freedom song as 500 Negro demonstrators protest
Gov. John Connally's civil rights stand at the Capitol in Texas. The flower garden is really a group of

freedom seekers (upper right).'March on Washington participants jammed the area in front of Lincolb
Memorial, around the Reflecting Pool, all the way to
Washington Monument. "I know I had my keys
when I left the train" (Center left). This debris was

the physical remains of the massive civil rights
protest whose impact will last forever. The unidentified woman (right center) became ill in the
crush at a retaining fence at Lincoln. She was one
of 570 persons given first aid in that area. The con-

curse of Washington Union Station is packed with
marchers waiting to go home (bottom left). Labor
... the people ... and the clergy were represented
by hats and concerned faces as their leader made
a plea for freedom.
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worked her art to perfection.
On the flagstone and roffed
patio, a stunning refreshment
table setting was achieved with
a background of table patio
bowls and candles of pale blue,
orange and yellow formed the
background for the conversation-piece birthday cake that
was centered on the table
• which was overlaid with a MaEartha Kitt, the "exotic
•diera linen cut-work cloth. It
dame" of screen, stage and
was really piece-de resistant
nightclub fame, is reported to
poised on a pedestal tray—a
have separated from her husi veritable Hawaiian scene come
band, blonde William McDon,true with a background of
:miniature palm trees and polyald, whom sne accuses ot being
nesian flowers, tiny hula girls
insanely jealous.
in a semi-circle, with another
,yliss Kitt, called the "sex
semi-circle of ukelele trimming
kitten of show business,"
simmamanamat
•i hula male dancers . . . all
wnose irresistible charm has
taunted Win magnates and milSummer is on the wane, as the residence aria lawns of poised on a white sandy beach
overlooking
simulated
a
blue
lionaires, was married to Mcare vacations for most folk the, Atkinses at 1940 South
gelatine wavetossed Pacific
Donald in June, 1960. At the
. . and the return to things Parkway East.
which
hawaiian
had
a
outtime she called their marriage
Invitations to a surprise
mundane, such as earning one's
party for Joy had long been rigger canoe riding the surf.,
The corners of the base of the
livelihood, may be made more in the mails before the
McDonald, owner of a busiexpalatable if one may yet savor pected arrival of the Gleasons cake were outlined with iced,
ness management firm and exyellow
roses,
sixteen
and
inc flavor of travel anu re- from Chicago to visit with
tensive real estate holuings,
birthday candles in four groups
laxation mixed with fun.
Is reported to have requested
Leland and Julia. However,
In this regard, sister-three- fate intervened and the sud- of blue, orange and yellow
Miss Kitt to retire from show
Miss Elphis Stamoults, 20-year-old senior mathematics
some Susie and Isabelle John- den demise of Dr. Atkins' candles were space among the
business and become a houseson and Moselle J. Starks, mother halted the visit, as the simulated secenary of the cake.
and physics major at Fisk university in Nashville, was in
wife and mother. The couple
On the table, individual cakes
along with neighbor Halloe family went to Cleveland and
have a baby girl, Kitt.
Memphis recently as a house guest of Miss Lucille Jackof pale blue and pale yellow
Rdbmson, are
reminiscing later to North Carolina for were imprinted
Miss Kitt told reporters that
son of 1496 Sparks Cove, also a student at Fisk. A native
in icing with
anent their motor trip to Co- the funeral and interment.
separated
she
from
been
had
of Greece, Mis Stamoulis will graduate in January. only
"Joy."
lumbus, Ohio, to visit the Al- These personal details ather husband for the last seven
two years after entering college. While setting this record.
A never ending array of rephonso L. Smiths. Mr. Smith, tended to, the Gleasons re- freshments maintained
added,
However,
she
weeks.
the
she has written a book in her native language and two
a former Mem•phian, is Mrs. turned to Memphis with the beauty of the table setting ..
"We have not hired lawyers."
short stories, which were translated into English. She 1,
Starks' son, has completed Atkins, after Joy's birthday chicken salad sandwiches, hors
McDonald said he visits his
seen here as she hoarded a bus for the return trip to Nash
residence requirements for the had come and gone, which had d'ouevres including rose raddaughter, Kitt, every day. He
Ph. D. degree in mathematics been anticipated during the ishes, pickles, olives were nesville. (Photo by Stansbury'
refused to comment on a recat Ohio State University and is earlier expected Memphis so- tled in parleybeds, assorted
onciliation. Close friends said
CLAREN(
SMITH
F
MR
&
MRS.
now writing his dissertation. journ.
that McDonald complains
canapes, sweets and a really
After spending a few days On their arrival, the Atkins' delicious Hawaiian fruit and
about Miss Kitt neglecting him
in Columbus, the Smiths, John- friends took over, insisting ice cream frappe served from
for her stage career.
The Business Men and Williams.
sons, Robinsons and Starks that they would carry out the a cutglass punch bowl.
Women's Friendly club met
Vince Parks was the recipbegan a tour which took them party details, believing that a On the graden grounds which
recently at the home of Mrs. ient of a birthday present.
Saint Augustine Catholic of Mr. and Mrs W. M. Peto Erie, Pa., Buffalo and later young girl's big year should were outlined with flickering
Amelia Cooper of 2199 Lyon
Mrs. Thelma Bailey is presiNiagara Falls, N. Y., where not be remembered as a per- patio lights and the lawns church was the setting for the terson, Jr., of 958 Doris Ave.
St., and those present were dent of the club, and MI s.
they toured the area, picniced iod of mourning and sorrow, dotted with pretty umbrella July 13 wedding of Miss Cly- The bridegroom is the son of
Mrs. Irene Fondren, Mrs. A. Cooper Secretary,
Mrs. Clarence L.
and explored in the park.
knowing too, that the late Mrs. tables, each table with colorful dene G. Peterson and Clar- Mr. and
Carothers, Mrs. Carnelle
Smith, Sr., of Atchinson, KanLater they went to Niagara Atkins loved life and would candle bowls, scenes of many
was
Brooks, Mrs H. 0. Jones, Mr.
Mrs. Florence To
ence Smith II. The couple sas.
•
Falls, Canada, and visited the have thrilled to any occasion conversational gropings, as
Mrs. Smith a junior at Mt. hostess to members of the and Mrs. Jackson Gales and
many of the guests were tell- pledged their vows in the
Antique Auto Museum, and of her neice's happiness.
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
the oldest museum in North Phone calls reactivated the ing of the plans for their de- presence of their families and Saint Scholastica college in Shelby Social club when they
Solve Your Problems •
Atchinson. plans to resume
America, Niagara Falls Mu- invitations, and with all the parture for colleges . . . Billy close friends.
met recently at her home at
The bride is the daughter her studies there in Septem-urn, where over 700,000 ex-,consultation going on about Speight to Yale, Ted McDaniel
With a Small, Low Cost
McKinley.
very
a
and
641-C
ber.
ibits are on display.
her, Julia decided to tell Joy Charles Graham to Morehouse,
Smith, a graduate of Atch- delicious menu was served.
Real Estate Loan
Here they dined at La Rivi- 1 of her previous plan and that Frank Yates to Notre Dame,
Miss Evelyn Harbert will
inson high school served four
ra Restaurant located below her friends would act as host- Carol Jones to Rockford Colnext
club's
the
at
hostess
be
years in the U.S. Navy
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Whirpool Rapid Bridge and.esses at her party. Joy shed lege and Charles Branhism to
The couple plan to establish meeting. She lives at 1324
spent the night at a fine ultra i tears of surprise, amazement Rockford also, Phoebe Weaver'
Latham
St.
Approx.
The Charmette's Social Club a home in Atehinson.
to Spelman, Whittier Sengodern motel.
and joy.
Mrs .Rosie Shaw is presiCash You
Mo.
Mrs. Minnie Rodgers of 745
Niagara Falls did not suf-' On Thursday night, the Ha- stacke to Tennessee State, is presenting a Treasure Hunt
club,
Mrs.
the
and
of
Getdent
Payments
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -ice for their desire to see waiian theme of the beautiful Tony Walker and Theodore on Sept. 8, in the home of Bey St. entertained for the
secretary
Todd
Mrs7-Elsie Hutt of 3049 Crys- couple with open house. They
Daisy Bates, the heroine of the 5 500.00
$ 12.90
anada . . for they moved on party was apparent as lovely Picket to Fisk.
But sooner or later, those tal St., and the public is in- received congratulations and
$ 23.70
o Toronto. There the Canadi-1 juene filles and impeccable
Little Rock school desegrega- $1,000.00
$1,500.00
vited.
energetic
lured
dances
one and
best wishes from their friends.
$ 34.50
n National Exhibition pro- garcons approached the home
tion saga of 1957 and her ex- $2,000.00
all to do the best with the
$ 45.50
vided never a dull moments of Dr. and Mrs. Atkins.
husband L. C. Bates were $2,500.00
innovations,
latest
to
the
beat
S 56.20
known former Memphis and ing his family—Orphelia Byas
usic relaxed and enchantedj On entering the young
quietly re-married July 13th.
$5,000.00
he mind and ear, while many!guests greeted their official of the music emmanating from LeMoyne graduate — who was and their lovely daughter Mae
$110.82
the
stereo.
The
couple
was divorced a
visiting his grandparents, Dr. Olivia . .. next we spied Atty.
ocal points of interest were hosts, Dr. and Mrs. Atkins, in
Miss Hazel Abron, a recent year ago. Mrs. Bates is acBe Wise! Choose
bserved. At Toronto also, the family room, and met Joy's For beauteous Joy Gleason, arid Mrs. Pinkston at Cordova, Ben Jones looking like he
credited
with
saying she dioccasion
the
was one she Tenn. as well as other mem- stepped right out of Esquire graduate of Bennett college
hey visited famous Castle (i( parents Dr. Gleason and his
vorced
her
husband
would
never
as
.
a
.
forget
.
what
result
bers of the Pinkston clan here 1 Mag., as he made ready to in Greensboro, N. C, will athe Hill — Casa Loma — Sir,charming wife, Eliza, a beauof a "misunderstanding." Bate",
enry Pellatt's multi-million'tifl and brainy Ph. D. Here, with the stag line ever hover- in Memphis, and Carland Jr.'s board the Calif. bound Astroat
graduate
school
tend
Pur72 MADISON
publisher
of
the
ing
in
now
her
wake
looking
.
.
.
defun,I
first
cousin,
Earl Miller of Los let flight to be a groomsman in
ollar dream home. Their too, were the semi-official
topping place in Toronto was hostesses — Mesdames Ruth dreamy in a lovely robin egg Angeles, Calif., son of the the forthcoming wedding of due University in Indiana this State Press, is employed as a
Dial
JA 6-0637
field secretary for the NAACP.
-wank Park Motel on Toron- Le w i s. Dorothy McDaniel, crepe blue dress with a pleated former Miss Pauline Pinkston William Thompson, brother of fall
Mrs.
Bates
She
is
the
was
daughter
the
of
Mr.
Arkano's beautiful Kingston Road. Jewel Speight. Grace Young skirt, its sailor neckline out- and the late Mr. Miller.
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
Ann Thompson Coleman. Comn
After these interesting ad- and your scrib — ably assistedl lined with the same colorr blue
ing to the airport to see Ben and Mrs. Ernest Abron of 348 sas State President for the
SOCIAL MUSINGS
-It's Better to
ventures, the grouts returned by Robert Lewis who later' chiffon. h later
Two happy members of off was his good friend, Dr. Faye Ave. Her father received NAACP. Since that time she
•ith the Smiths and their lit- made movies, Dr. Young and lucky numbers from a box, AKA's Ivy Leaf Club, Marilyn B. B. Martin, suave and im- his master's degree from has published a book about her
Borrow
At a Bank''
which had been placed to re- Isabel and Bennetta Nelson, pecable as ever, telling us of Memphis State University last ordeal in Little Rock.
le daughter to Columbus and Dr. Speight.
pent a week where they gar-. Here too-, mounds of be- present the registration of daughters of Mr. and Mrs. the grand opening of his ne- week. He is the assistant prinqed rest and fun in family wrapped and beribboned gifts,each name in the guest log, Clarence Isabel and Mr. and phew and former Memphis cipal of Melrose High school.
'imitation before
returning made a beautiful scene on a,resulting on pretty hula dance i Mrs. Benjamin H. Nelson, who William Martin's radio stadolls on spring pedestals which are junior and sophomore
ome to Memphis.
stu- tion WMPP in Chicago. Sad
low modern table.
were won by William Young,1 dents respectively at Tuskegee note though, William is now
519 VANCE
EAUTIFUL SWEET
JA 7-7750
Stepping outdoors to the Reggie Pippin, Doris
Price,
Institute.
IXTEEN
very ill in a Chicago hospital,
patio was a magic scene which Twyla
Joseph
Miles,
West,
What lady lives who does could be viewed from the
HAPPY THRONG boarding and was stricken the same day
ot remember nostalgicly the glassed wall of the family brooks, Jr., Carl Miller, Henry.The Tennesseean last Sunday as the opening.
Lockridge,
Billy
Speight
and
night, headed for Howard UniEre lone we spied handsome
hrill of arriving at her six- room, guests were greeted by
GRAMBLING, La. (Special)
versity were: Ann Burford, Walter Hall deplaning from
teenth natal day? 'Tis a mile- Mademoiselle Janet Patterson. Walter Harris.
— Dr. John C. Calvin, a wellOther
delighted
were
guests
Bevely
the
NY
jet
Hooks, Roger House,
flight, having spent
-tone yearned for and ever re- Julia's neice, who wore a pretknown Methodist minister and
Shampoo Bowl In Each Booth - Air Condition
embered in the life of any ty nolynesian-inspiried polish- Sandra Williams, Robert Rat- Sally June Bowman all lovely the summer in N. Y. for a look
cliffe,
Whittier
Jr.,
and
Fred
members
in
at
of
his
family
the
before going public school teacher, is the
in!
Memphis
Coed cotten dress, placed colorPlenty Parking Space
new dean of men at Grambling
Thus, joie de vivre radiated ful leis around necks and Sengstacke, Annie Ruth Ter- Ette Club who will join the to Michigan State Univ.
Next we ran into Edna college.
We Work By Appointments
nd permeated the beautiful shoulders, and the spirit of rell, Tony Walker. J. Frank sacds of other Memphians at
Dr. Calvin, a native of
'Sweet Sixteen" birthday par- "Aloha" was contagious to one Yates, Theodore Pickett, Ve- Howard University at the Na- Swinglar and he Millers. Edna
Open 9 A.M. Until
verly King, Barbara Hoskins, tion's capitol, including Bever- having just returned from Chi- Rayville, La., will replace
y of JOY GLEASON, daugh- and all.
Cedric Moore, Clivetta Hos- ly Jean Williams, Ernest and cago ... and Julia and Thomas E. L. Summerville who reer of Dr. and Mrs. Maurice
Mattie Wigley, Julia's wellD
signed in June.
lesson of Chicago, and coo- known friend whose flair for kins. Bill Cunningham, Robert Perry Withers, Elwood Reams, Collins.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Rivers
in of Dr. and Mrs. Leland L. gourmet party service is known Davis, Ernest Bolton, Lynne Betty Phillips, et at.
Ulen,
Edwin
Sanders,
Phoebe
At our jewel-like Metropoli- had much fun entertaining
tkins, last Thursday night at throughout the community, had
Weaver, Carol Jones, John R. tan Municipal Airport, a lars,,e their guests, Dr. and Mrs. U. L.
Arnold III, and Caliborne gatherings of friends of Linnie Mayfield of Fort Worth, Texas,
Davis, Jr.
Donelson Price and Blance and Mr. and Mrs. M. S. SandStill more young socialites Donelson Phelps were gather- ers of Henderson, N. C., MarMrs. Eva Hill v,-as hostess
were Angela Flowers, Linda ed to see them jet off at 5:30, garet Rivers' parents and
to the Stitch and Chat Sewing
Rsoilnlsi.n g
Hargraves, Carol and Ted Mc- including Alma Booth, Har- cou
out red carpets of club at a recent meeting in
Daniels, Dianne Westbrooks, riet Davis, Mary D. King, Marf
Charles Branham, Joyce Moss, gie Stevens, Marjorie and Memphis hospitality were the her home at 829 Saxon Ave.,
Charles Graham. Judy Saville, Lynne Ulen, Erma Lee Laws, Dr. W. H. Loungs, with a creole with Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson, the
Myrna Williams. Maudette Robert Lewis, Jr.. Julia Pruitt gumbo dinner, Cocktail gather- president, in charge of the
Call Us For Quick Confidential
Browlee, Janet Braswell, Ber- Minnie Hunt and members of ings with Ruth and Robert business session.
Service For All Of Your Money
tha Puryear, Muriel Horne and the Donelson clan, Albert Jor- Lewis and Bootsie and Dr. W. Birthday gifts and a purse
her cousin Beverly King and dan, Rachel D. Dean and her 0. Speight, Jr., and of course, were given to Mrs. Julia LeonProblems
Lynn Goodloe, the latter two daughter Sandra, and the two the Rivers' own picnic on the ard, and the "suprise" box
Californians' father, verdant grounds of their estate- was won by Mrs. Mary JorPhone 278 0580
17 So Cleveland from Washington, D. C. and stunning
like grounds on South Park- dan.
houseguests of Muriel and her Adolph Donelson.
Between
Parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Crossroads that our magni- way. Mrs. Mayfield has reThe club's annual picnic
Memphis Tenn
Madison & Union Horne, Garland Pinkston of ficent new terminal is, we were mained with Margaret for an was held on the spacious lawn
of Mrs. Ruth Burke.
Washington, D. C.. son of Gar- delighted to run into Dr. extended visit.
land Pink on, Sr. — well- James Byas, who was await10 Cent Note Book Paper
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(Booth Rent Very Reasonable)
Working Conditions Very Pleasant
"We Have Openings For New Operators"
We Specialize In - Permanents - Coloring Individual Styling & Consultation
Mr. ROBERT WRIGHT, Owner
Mrs. M. MYRTLE SMITH, Manager
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SCHOOL BARGAINS BY
THE
DOZENS AND CHEAP AS DIRT
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SPEEDY
FOODS

2408 PARK AVENUE

Courteous Service 1 Days A Week
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-KARL'S SHOES
Discount Prices
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SIZES 5 TO 11
3A, 2A, B

14.

Open 6:00A.M. 'Til 12:00 Midnite

BLACK SUEDE

Compare At
$30.00

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

if
Yar(
108 SOUTH MAIN ST
'

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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75 a Doz.
25 Cent Note Book Paper
1.75 a Doz.
49 Cent Note Book Paper
3.45 a Doz.
You Can Buy ?i Doz. This Size

PRIMARY SUPPLIES
10 Cent, First Grade Tablets
75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Second Grade Tablets
75 a Doz.
25 Cent, First Grade Tablets
1.75 a Doz.
25 Cent, Second Grade Tablets
1.75 a Doz.
Composition Books & Typing Paper
25 Cent, Compos. Books
1,75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Compos. Books
—....75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Typing Paper Pkg.
.75 a Doz.
10 Cent, index Cards (10c Size)
75 a Doz.

PENCILS $2.25 A GROSS
144 PENCILS
A $3.60 VALUE
STOP SENDING THAT CHILD TO A
STORE EVERYDAY AND SAVE
EVENSKY STORE 2572 Carnes Ave.
458• 5502
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For the first time in mail', "Revival Week." Each night
had
churches
years, the children of Stigall neighboring
charge of the devotions and
School will begin school with the choirs of the church fur3
sigh of relief after almost nished music. Several have
four months of vacation, and Joined the church thru this
aow school will continue until effort. The meeting was well
closing time in May. The attended. Rev. J. H. Mathis
principals have been hoping is the minister.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorington
for this change for a long time,
ind everyone feels that the Reid, Mrs. Mossie Reid, mother
continued school year will of Mr. Reid and several of
mean much to the student the children motored to St.
aody. Principal Nunn and fac- Louis to visit Dorothy Reid,
ulty are hoping for a good year their daughter, who is in the
when the youth of our city last lap of the nursing course
will take advantage of every in St. Louis. In her last test
Dpportunity that leads to ad- her score was 96, and it is
vancement. Time lost is never reported she has done this type
thruout the school terms.
regained.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. AuAdded to the faculty at Stigall this year are Miss Ann thor Gentry have been Mr.
Henning, a graduate of Lane and Mrs. John Koen and son
college, who will take the of Dayton, who also went to
place of Mr. Schumpert as Memphis to see his mother.
head of the commerce depart- The Gentry's son Robert Lee
ment; Mr. Willie Bond, also of and an adopted son, William
Lane who is in the elementary Moore, were also visiting from
department formerly held by Springfield, Ohio. While here
Rev. Burnett, who has retired; they took part in the Gospel
and Mr. Joe Clark of Fayette- Hour program at Morning Star.
Some very promising young
ville, Tenn. who comes with
10 years experience from West musicians will display their
High in the science department talents Friday, Sept. 6th at
with a masters from Tennessee the First Baptist church in
A. and I. university. All of Brownsville, as Mrs. Vance
the former faculty members presents her pupils. The proexcept the above mentioned, gram will begin at 8 p.m. There
is no admission charge.
have been retained.
Mr. and Mrs. Essie Caldwell
The members of Morning
Star Baptist church have been paid a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
inspired and revived by Rev. Essie Wardlow and other relaW. R. Coleman of Martin, who tives and friends. They live
preached each night during in Dayton, 0.

•

N. J. FORD

N. J. Ford Elected
To Boy Scout Post
ATTEND ANNUAL DINNER

A mortician, N. J. Ford, was
recently elected division chairman of the Chickasaw Council
of Boy Scouts of America during an institutional representative meeting of the South
Division.
Active in community work,
Ford join the Boy Scouts reMrs. Maude Gadsden, nationally-known leader In beauty
cently as a sustaining member.
culture and New York City beauty shop owner, was named
Owner of the N. J. Ford &
1963 "Beautician of the Year" by the National Beauty
Son's Funeral Home, he is
Culturists League at the trade group's convention in Chipresident of the Bluff City
cago. Presenting the "Carnation Cup" to Mrs. Gadsden Is
Funeral Directors association,
Lou Schmeizer, district manager for the Carnation Milk
member of Ford Chapel AME
company in Chicago.
church and a member of Walker Homes Civic club.
being
after
Immediately
elected to the Boy Scout office, he said: "I am here to
work with people to help
make bad boys, good — and
good boys, better."
Ford and his wife, Mrs. Vera
WASHINGTON — (UPI) -- Lawyers for Negro
Davis Ford. are the parents sit-in demonstrators told the Supreme Court that they
of 12 children. They live at are challen;ing state-induced racial segregation — not
"September brings ra's, he immediately informed
3266 Horn Lake Rd.
"the genuinely private and personal choices of" busiresponsible
was
HE
that
me
a change of pace
nesmen.
instead of the
supper
the
for
Which slams the door in
"This is obvious on the face
On the eve of the Washingfemales. I promised an apolsummers face."
ton civil rights March, a group I of it," the brief said. "The
ogy via this column to Harold
of 18 attorneys filed a Su- ! relationship involved is that
With the advent of the gold- —this is it! Martha and Nedra
preme Court brief setting out
en days of the ninth month, supplied their goldfish bowls
eper to •
arguments in three sit-in of a restaurant-ke
and the leaves turning, and the according to him, not the dincases accepted for review last casual customer."
days dwindling, your diarist ner.
• • •
The brief said state action
term.
continues to share with her
The court will hear the is behind business policies in
Gerri pirouetted prettily out
readers, the shenanigans of
because,
cases
cases when Summer recess the three
to a most marvelous supper at
Lakeviewites.
among other reasons the use
ends Oct. 7.
When the City Schools be- Tony's Inn, hosted by the
LeMoyne college', tinal enThe cases arose from inci- of state judicial machinery to
gan classes yesterday and the "Chief" (Sam Peace): this was
trance tests for freshmen will dents in Columbia, S.C. and convict the demonstrators of
County Schools last week, the the Annual Supper for the perbe held this Saturday morn- Baltimore, Md.
a crime is use of state power
prose of summer had practical- sonnel of Peace Realty Coming, Sept. 7, starting at 9 in
The demonstrators claim in the sense of the 14th
ly been written excluding the pany. Charming Myrtle Fisher
the second floor lecture room that refusal to serve them in Amendment.
Labor Day activities of the M.C'd the program, with viof Brownlee Hall. Students restaurants constituted a devacious Minerva Hancock in
gregarious ones.
• • •
planning to take the exams nial of the "equal protection
charge of the entire affair.
need not file applications in of the laws" guaranteed in the
Lovely Alice Johnson, "Miss
BITS 'N PIECES
advance.
14th Amendment.
Felton J. Earls, III, is now LeMoyne", sweetly sang "SumActivity for the new college
home with the folks at 5139 mertime" — acapella — which
The 74-page brief was de- '
year at LeMoyne begins next signed to meet contentions of
the waning summer days at drew a thunderous applause
pickets were angered by a Sun-Times edichartered
by
returned
who
Demonstrators
Monday morning wnen ad- the state and other critics that
home wit hthe folks at 5139 from the group.
torial which described the Washington
railroad trains from the March on WashHighlighting the supper was
ministrative officers, faculty a businessman's property
Horn Lake Road.
march as a "picnic." Spokesmen for the
stage an
to
Thursday
on
diserted
ington,
gave
who
Webb,
Young Earls has just return- Atty. Carl
and staff members hold their rights entitle him to serve
demonstrators told the Defender that a
around
demonstration
protest
mptu
pro
his
im
was
He
address.
main
ed from a special session at the
annual retreat.
whom he chooses.
massive boycott of the Sun-Ttmts would
the Sun.Times and Daily News building,
Howard University's Medical usual best, mentioning several
The brief acknowledged
New freshmen will register
be Initiated.
placard -bearing
The
Ave.
Wabash
N.
beloved
401
our
much
how
times,
School where he was listed
next Tuesday morning, Sept. that the 14th Amendment apI
Bill
friend,
departed
and
among the top five of his class.
10, from 9 until noon. Ad- plies to action by state and
' 111111111111111111111881110111111I11111111111111111111111111191111:111111111111191119111091111W1111111111111111111111110
He will be returning to Med Wolfe( was missed in our ch.
vanced freshmen and new local governments and not to
de.
weeks.
School in two
freshmen failing to register at that of storekeepers or other
• • •
With him was Bill Threadthe morning session will be private individuals.
Phillip Martin Earls, son of gill who is an IBM officer. Mrs.
But it said "The records in
enrolled Tuesday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Felton J. Earls, Lula Wilson, a teacher at Hyde
these cases affirmatively esfrom 1 to 4.
celebrated his twelfth birth- Park School, inspired the
Freshman orientation is tablished that no private or I
group with a beautiful Poem-1 II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111alleallallellalialliallallaall1111111111111111111111111111111111Illi
day on August 27th.
personal associational is at
• • •
scheduled for Sept. 11-14.
one most appropriate for the ,
. . PHILANDER SMITH . •
By ROSITA MILLER
ETROI T, Mich. — The Sophomores will register on stake."
PicRobert
•
.
.
Cash
Mr. and Mrs. James Murles occasion. The menu consisted
Howard
not
CHRISTIANITY — does
was rated the morning of Sept. 13 from
Smith of 193 Honduras, cele- of your choice from Tony's I remove you from the world kins . . . MEMPHIS STATE Michigan Chronicle
"the best and one of the most 8:30 to noon, and juniors will
James
.
•
.
brated their twelfth wedding delicious offerings.
Williams
Rufus
...
it makes you
Those attending were La- and its problems;
. . . successful" Negro newspapers register that afternoon from
anniversary last Sunday. The
fit to live in it, triumphantly Poles . . . Samuel Hall
Smiths had a lovely dinner vern Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. Sam and usefully • . . The Mens CHUMP SCHOOL OF NURS- in the county by Newsweek 1 to 4. Seniors are scheduled
with a few of their close Peace, Bill Threadgill, Mrs.
• • magazine which recently pub- to register on the morning of
Club of St. Augustine Catholic ING . . . Dorothy Strong .
lished an article about the Sept. 14 from 8:30 to noon.
friends assisting in the cele- Myrtle Fisher, Rev, R. L. BeckPROSPEC.
.
Fish
Carbins
Doris
annual
nation's Negro press.
ett, Miss Alice Johnson, Mrs. church, held its
bration.
Unclassified, transfer and proST. AUGUSTIINE, Fla. —
the
in
living
GREEKS
and
TIVE
Mr.
of
Fry at the home
The Michigan Chronicle (cir- bation students, along with in- (UPI) — Police using dogs 3
Gerald L. Bell, revenue of- Lula Wilson, Robert McFerwere
Area
State
Tri
guests
.
.
Memphis
.
Qualls
Mrs. Sam
culation 42,210, an increase of service teachers, will register and electric prods broke up
ficer of the Internal Revenue ren, Louis Harris, John Bolden,
Mr. Eugene Brayon, At- the guests of the HOWARD 14,000 since 1958) attributes its
Service, is residing in the Gar- Alcus Holloway, James Smith, were:
sit-in and lie-in demonstrathat afternoon.
for
)
(LAKEVIEW
CASH'S
T.
E.
D.
Mr.
Lockard,
T.
H.
Mrs. Minerva Hancock, An- torney
success to its role as a "com- First semester classes begin tions i nthe nation's oldest •
dens on Honduras Drive.
weeklast
party
and
Mr.
dinner
a
Rivers,
A.
F.
•
Dr.
•
•
derson Hodges, Mrs. Irene Ne- Prater,
family newspaper.:' on Sept. 16, and the late reg- city and arrested 12 Negroes.
Miss Carla Thomas munity,
Lee At- end . •
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gilliam villes, Mrs. Gerri Little. Mrs. Benito Casem, Mrs.
The Newsweek article sa- istration period is Sept. 16-20.
a
to
talking
busy
very
was
Mr.
Wade,
Earl
Gertie
Mr.
kins,
and their son Samuel Deron, Lillie Kate Lewis, Miss
luted the Negro press for the
Charles Fields and Father group of pretty lasses about
and daughter Syrna Denette, Mullins and James Pope.
role it has played in crusading CONVENTION OPENS
inthey
career,
singing
is
her
child
A
.
Weise
Simpson
L.
0.
Mrs.
Theodore
Mr. and
are now living in their lovely
for civil rights.
Mary
DETROIT — The ProgresWilford,
Helen
a
cluded:
holds
day,
a
that
for
guest
ANCHOR
their
the
as
had
home at 338 West Holmes.
is sive National Baptist Conven• • •
Mrs. Leola Gammon of Ma- mother to life ... Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, Brenda Yette, Cath- The Michigan Chronicle
Maxine Draper part of the Chicago Defender tion, which opened today and
Recently, Gerri printed in rion, Ark. During the same Lawrence Blackmon, became elie Barr and
Steve Taylor chain of newspapers of which will end Sept. 8, is expected to
looking
Good
BOY!
brother,
a
of
Simpson's
parents
Mr.
week,
proud
the
the
of
subject
her column the
the twist with the Tri State Defender is a attract 10,000 delegates to King
ONLY
doing
was
seen
Chicago
of
Simpson
A.
B.
Mr.
hired
which
is
supper
fish
teacher
water
fresh
• • . A music
Claudette Cilif part as well as the Louisville Solomon Baptist church.
Martha and Harold Galloway and his nephew, Lemenuel to bridge the awful GAP be- pert and pretty
$13900
Chicago
the
had to entertain her mother Goodwin of Cleveland. Ohio, tween his students and CHO- . . . In a student political dis- Defender and
area of race relations has been
and brother. After chatting spent a few hours with the PIN ... Eddie Meadows leaves cussion were the following Daily Defender.
with Harold about the "Big charming couple before return- for the Music Department at DAPPER young men about A representative of the St. articulated in the Negro
Catch" of Martha's and Ned- ing to their respective homes. Kentucky State Coll eg e, town: James Clover, Jr., Rob- Louis Argus, Howard Woods presses. Without it there would
Ray observed: "Every single gain not have been any gains and
Frankfort, Ky., where he be- ert Gatlin, Jimmy Green,
Brown the Negro has obtained in the no NAACP."
gins his first year of instruct- Cheatam and Daniel
ing • .. TONY'S was the scene . . . Amid the laughter and
the stuof the recent Annual Dinner jovial happiness of
Party given by Mr. Samuel dents we found the following
Peace for the salesmen and really enjoying the food and
BEAUTIFUL NORGE
women of Peace Realty Com- dancing ... T. W. Taylor, Sam
pany . . • Guest speaker was Jones, Michael Braswell, LaREFEIGERATOR
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —.'tors to complete the March Atty. C. Webb . . . others at- Mandue Coger, Cato Ho,vard,
It, was business as usual for from the Washington Monu- tending were Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Collins, Carol Bright,
Hollywood and Broadway -star-s ment to the Lincoln Memorial, Samuel Peace, Mr. Anderson Jackie Slover, Barbara Taywho joined the March on a distance of less than a mile. Hodges, Mr. Robert McFerrin, lor, Beverly Clover, Clayton
Washington.
LaVon- Taylor, Paul Kelley, Yvonne
ro ram was not Mr. Lewis Harris, Mr.
Th f rn al pg
as Marlon
Mr. John Bolden, Owen, Phyliss Ross, Odell
d
Dickson,
Saunch0 celebrities
ne
73rd
2 P.M.
Lavelle
Harry Belafonte supposed to start until
Mr. L. Smith, Mr. Alcus Hol- King, LaBann Wells,
donated their services to enter- EDT., but after consulting with loway, Mr. James Pope, Mrs( Prince, Brenda Harold, Bonmarch leaders, New York ac- Gerrie Little, Mrs. M. Hancock nie Draper, Ira Walton, Regina
tain the vast crowd.
Ossie Davis, and Mrs. M. Fisher . • . COL- Ferguson, Alice Johnson and
While the Standing room tor and playwright
FREE WITH PURCHASE
o served as master of cere- LEGE Students are those Phyliss Wylie who was the
Only crowd of 200,000 dentento help keep who receive a LIBERAL edu- guest of Howard Cash . .
OF WASHERS
strators waited for speakers to monies, decided
from getting restless. cation while their FATHERS HOME is the laugh of a baby,
appear, they were treated to the crowd
IRON
the
r,
duplicating
LIBERhe
mot
in
Sam
involved
Joan
education
a
of
This
an
by
song
singing
the
receive
folk
Where
IRON BOARD
jokes by Comic Dick Gregory, much of the same program the ALITY . . . FIRST-TIMERS strength of a father.
sorrow
said a speech from night club audience had seen earlier, but
• LeMOYNE .. • Pat Sinclair joy is shared and
PAD & COVER
entertainer Josephine Baker. the demonstrators were as en- . . HOWARD.. . Ann Buford eased.
BASKET
CLOTHES
run
second
the
in
about
home
thusiastic
her
from
who flew
first.
the
about
were
they
as
March.
Paris for the
Motion picture star Burt
A crowd of 42.088 paid $547.Lancaster displayed a scroll
1936 fight in which
Mariel 111 ,11
signed by 1,500 Americans who 541 for the
Max SchemelIng knocked out
CORSE GIANT
had participated inacivil
paid
70,053
hut
1121;
Louis
Joe
suptill Ni for Apperstattat
rights march in Paris in
In '38 when Jee
(MI
$1.015.012
countport of its Washington
belted out Max (IL Beth fights
erpart.
were at Yankee stadium.
catarlton Heston put in an
• • •
and
appearance, along with f olk
live gate attractlargest
The
TABULATING EQUIPMENT
singers. Odetta, and Peter
ed by Floyd Patterson in his
Next Class to begin Nov. 5, 1963
Paul and Mary.
Phone JA 5-2131
1287-89 Thomas Street
career was $824,814 for his secfilled
entertainment
The
FOR INF. CALL JA 6-3297
Johansmuch of the more than two ond fight with Ingemar
hours it took the demonstra- son at the Polo Grounds.
Attend annual dinner — Members of the
Peace Realty company In Lakeview Gardens enjoyed their annual dinner at
Tony's Inn, with the chief, Samuel Peace,
as the host. Seated from left are Laverne
Dixon. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Peace. Atty.
Carl Webb, Bill Threadgill, Mrs. Myrtle
Fisher, Rev, R. L. Beckett, Miss Alice
Johnson, and Mrs. Isis Wilson. Standing

same order, are Robert McFerren, Louis
Harris, John Bolden, Alcus Holloway.
James Smith, Anderson Hodges, Mrs. Gerri Little, Mrs. Minerva Hancock, Mrs. Lillie Kate Lewis. Mrs. Irene Nevilles, Miss
Gertie Mullins and Janie' Pope. (See details in •LakeliewIng With Gerrl'I. (Photo by Mark Stansbun

Challenges State Not
Private Segregation

LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

Entrance Exam
For Freshmen
Set For Sept.7

GET MORE

•

WHEN
YOU
POUR,

Chromcle Named
Once Over Lightly 'Best Weekly
By Newsweek

B'ham Tactics
Used In Fla.

glasses
in the big
lo'oz.boffle

• •

EASY
roma
DOWN
NO
MONEY
CREDIT

Showbiz Folk Played To
SRO Crowds AtDC March

Last Minute
SCHOOL SALE

•

Loose Leaf Notebooks
500 Count Filler Paper
School Bags

25c To $1.99
88c
$1.59 To $2.99

500 Count Napkins

Training In

IBM

Key Punch

•

5289"

47 SO. MAIN STREET

with Automatic Timer

66c

DISCOUNT PRICES
30" Walking Doll
$17.77 and up
Bicycles __
Tricycles and Wagons
50c Down
Holds Your Layaway

SILVER'S 5 & 10

BIG NORGE WASHER

s199so

RAILROAD

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
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ASK YVETTE CHANTE:
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OKA*K BREAK IT UP!
MOVE ALONG,
NO LOITERING!
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weLL,I FOUND OUT
WON'T MORK,
HUH? WHAT'S
WRONG
WITH IT?

ASLEEP!

WHAT'S WRONG
WITH IT...

WHO KNOWS?
PROBABLY
sROKEN'

t
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r
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tHE -disco KID
SOLI btmniT mE TO CATCH TI.AT
PELLA,OR SOMETHING; YOU
KNOW WFIESE HE 15

Quire A CLEvER DEGOISE, WILD
WALT, BUT NOT CLEVER ENOUGH
TD FOOL ME!

NOW YOu HAVE A CHOice--)VU WOK
FOR ME OR I COLLECT $1,000
REWARD!

GLAMOR GIRLS

Convict, 30, Ready For
Freedom,Seeks Pen Pal

Dear Madam Chante:
I am interested in corresponding with a nice lady who
has a nice education
and
personality.
charming
She
should be interested in the
better things of life. I would
like for her to be a resident
of Missouri; between the ages
of 28 and 35, not over 5 feet
8 inches tall and not weighing
over 135 pounds.
I am 30 years of age, 5 feet
11 inches tall and weigh 190
pounds. I am a Roman Catholic
and at present I am incarcerated. I am now paying my debt
to society and looking forward
to being released in 1964. I
have been here for 12 years
and since that time have
achieved a better understanding of my fellow man. I am
considered a person of good
judgment with an optimistic
outlook on life in general.
My
hobbies are fishing.
hunting and swimming and all
sports. I am also very fond of
modern jazz, classioals and
spirituals.
William Lance No. 65254
Box 900
Fordland Honor Camp
Jefferson City, Mo.
•••
Dear Madam Chante:
I would like to hear from
pen-pals all over the world.
Race does not matter. They
should be between the ages
of 29 and 40.
I am a practical nurse and
have three children. I am of
brown complexion, brown eyes,
dark brown hair. I am 5 feet

3 inches tall, weigh 135 pounds.
I like to read, write and dance.
I would like to hear from
servicemen and will answer
all letters.
Mary Frances Poe
527 West 133rd St.
Apt. 22 — 6th ft
New York 27, N. Y.
•• •

Dear Madam Chante:
I would like to meet a neat,
single, intelligent lady who
might be interested in marriage. She should be between
the ages of 20 and 33, 4 feet
to 5 feet 11 inches tall and
weigh not over 165 pounds.
I am 28 years of age, weigh
165 pounds and 5 feet 61
/
2
inches tall. I am Catholic and
do not smoke, but I do drink •X./ P•Iung• se•At.,
1141 World 1-4, •
r•••••••
to be sociable. I have my own
"You will marry a short, fat, bald—."
apartment. I will answer all
letters. Please send photo and
phone number in first letter.
Please do not write unless sinweigh 140 pounds. I would like drink or gamble
cere
and my hobto exchange photos.
C. Allen
bies
are
writing, reading,
Leila Chambers
1002 Emmle
movies, television and draw7 Orange st.
Memphis, Tenn.
ing.
•• •
Montego Bay P.O.
John Arthur Johnson
Jamaica, W. I.
523 Grand ave.
Dear Madam Chante:
•• •
Kansas City 6, Mo.
I am a young lady at the Dear Madam Chante:
•• •
age of 36. I have one child.
I am interested in correDear Madam Chante:
I find life very lonely and sponding with some
nice lady
would like to hear from some between the ages of
I am interested in corre40 and
nice men between the ages of 50. She should weigh between sponding with female
pen-pale,
42 and 46.
170 and 220 pounds. She should the sexy large kind only. They
I am interested in getting be around 5 feet 4 inches,
the ages
tall. should be between
married. I am a Christian, and
I am 42 years of age, weigh of 21 and 30.
love to go to church. I do a 202 pounds and 6 feet
2 inches
misses Hatchcock
little sewing. I am of dark tall; I have black hair and
Box 227 — 4100
brown
complexion,
brown brown eyes and of medium
W. Third st.
eyes, 5 feet 5 inches tall and brown complexion. I do
not
Dayton, Ohio.
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Woman Manager Pilots
A Championship Team

SPORTS
HORIZON

A Princess Was
Crowned; Prince
Was Named

How does she find %um Daniel Miller, Richard Terrell,
with four children and a gib"?• La*ilence Conley. Harry; A fifth grade pupil, 10-year;That is the question that scores Bland, Waiter Logan, Louis I4Barbara Ann Robinson was
of WDIA Baseball League Rogers, Ugene Johnson, Hugh I selected the Princess
By BILL LITTLEMENNIIIIIN
for the
managers are asking about Porter, Calvin Todd, Anthony
third consecutive year, and
GRI.G SEASON OPENS
Mrs. Kathryn Williams, who Harris and William Vann.
sound fundamental hard nosed
I Ernest L. Perry, Jr.,
Nearly 300 players assem- football. And after the final
11, also
is the circuit's only woman NORRISVIEW, SENIORS
bled for their third annual whistle each of the Catholics'
a fifth grade pupil at Rivermanager.
VICTORS
Prep League Jamboree that opponents will know that they
She piloted the LeMoyne In the Seniors division Nor- view Elementary school, was
resulted into the Southwest have been in A rugged contest.
Angels to the championship in risview edged the Southside selected Prince at
the third
interscholastic teams with the
the Majors division with 1-0 Oodgers in two straight games
Melrose can only look up
squid again taking the meas- the ladder after its first cellar
and 8-1 victories over Doug-, for tha southside title and won annual Prince and Princess
ure of the Northeast eleven, finish last year. In retrospect
lass.
the rubber game of a three contest, sponsored by a com31-7, at Melrose Stadium last 1962 was a nightmarish corn
After taking the city title game series with the Eastside mittee of Oak Grove Baptist
Friday night. Another large pttign because in many of those
LA had to go 13 innings to get Dodgers for the city cham- Church, 189 Joubert at,
Ab_turnout reviewed the eight losses the Golden Wildcats
the iumo on Woodstock, the pinnshin.
Winners in the contest weirs
IFproceeds from gate receipts were very much in contention
County League titlist. Fugene The county again was decrowned during a recent celedivided equally among the par- most of the game.
Johnson and Louis Rogers nrived of a crown when Norticipating schools to be used
Despite the absence of a
Pitched the Angels to 2-1 and risview +racked up 4-3 and 5-1 bration — Honor Day — fur
to help defray the cost of in- proven signal caller and passthe pastor of the church, Rev.
4-fl witis for the county crown. triumphs over Springhill.
surance for the players.
er, Melrose hopes that if it
Mrs. Williams attended Ma- Thr Norrisview team is J. k.. Clark.
OSCAR REED SHINES
can keep Bobby Smith free
ntissa!: and graduated from composed of Tommy Johnson. Princess Barbara was preThe victorious Southwest from injuries the Orange
COmmarce High in Brooklyn, Sylvester Logan, Jerry Brooks. sented a $25 savings bond.
team composed of Father Ber- Mounders can move up conNew York in 1945. The easy- John Davis, Clarence Winfrey, Consolation priies were pretrand, Hamilton, Carver and siderably in the standings.
roing widow got into managing Michael Brown. Robert Roy- sented to other contestants
Booker to Washington, ironic- Smith probably will be used
when her sons asked her to
Erneat Mack, Earl Strong. which included Cecelia Holally, appear to be the first as an end and flanker back.
get a team together five years "Mooney"- Gilliam, Carnell- man, Moses Peace and Delois
division clubs for the coming He was out the entire season
14011. A eCOrdin E
, to the 35-year.
,Frest. johnrner. Eddie Mc, Girton. Princess Barbara lives
season. Washington, the de- last year with a fractured arm
old Mrs. Williams. workla
Tefiev Potter, George sylda her guardian, Mrs. Moxel
fending champs, again will suffered in the season opener
Dr. Richard V. Moore, above left, presiwith boys, help to fill out her rields,•Don Horn, Perry Batts. 14cCoy of Swift St. Prince
Porter, George W. Jones, ATA executive
make it tough for the rest of with Manassas.
dav
•
coach; Tommy Barnes, coach; Ernest lives with' his parents,
dent of Bethune-Cookman college, Daysecretary; and Lee Ward. Porter and
the circuit.
Facing a rebuilding year,
Members of the LeMovne arohn Parker, assistant man- Mr and Mrs. •
at L. Perry
tona Beach. Fla., and immediate past
Ward are from the Dallas Coca Cola ofShould Washington's super Manassaa will bank its chancAngels
are: John Robinson, ager; and Joe Turner, man- of 1988 Swift '
president of the American Teachers Assostar Oscar Reed stay healthy. es on how well Wesley Mitchfice, which sponsored the award. In adEdgar Bass, Willie Daniels. ager.
Also panic
ing on the
the Warriors could make it ell has matured as quarterback
clatter, is the first recipient of the first
dition to the plague, Dr. Moore received
•
......_
. program were Miss Yvonne
two titles in a row for coach after a year's experience. With
annupi 11. Council! Trenholm Memorial
S500, which he donated to the AT.A as the
Lake, MiSit Waddle Brown,
Charles Lomax and his staff. many promisine but untried
award. uhich honors the memory of the
initial contribution towards a scholarship
both students of Coles Music
The explosive ball carrying linesmen, the Tigers are ex'
late
president of Alabama' State college.
school; the Golden Methodist
foundation launched by A'rA in memory
of Reed against Melrose helped pected to have a strong aerial
'Male
chorus, Miss Irma Betts,
Seen with Dr. Moore at the ATA's 60th
of Dr. Trenholm.
to turn the Jamboree into a game with Mitchell at the
queen of Central High school
anniversary in Dallas are, from left, Dale
aftrout. Peed, a senior, that led throttle. Coach Johnny Johnin
Hernando, Miss.: Archie McWhe league in scoring last year son filled the assistant posiNeal, Jr., Samuel Peace, Jr.,
with 86 points, will be the tion left open when Emmitt
Shirley
Peace, Miss Eloise
most- keyed upon player in the Simon, Jr. resigned to take
NEW YORK CITY - - The , il rights organizatioos."
Smith, and A. Lambert., a
circuit this season. After the over the heed coaching job at
increase
in
demonstration
teacher
Greenberg
s,
at
said
tne
Central High school
two
game "Corky" Starnes com- Douglass, with Eddie Cook, a
along with school and public factors primarily responsioie in Hernando.
mented that he would devote transferee from Clarksville,
accommodation suits, has made for the- increase are the wave
Mrs. Lucille D. Perry was
all of his time toward stopping Tenn.
it imperative for the NAACP M peaceful protest demon, chairman of the affair; and
Reed'. Starnes was here scoutCook is a graduate of TenLegal Defense and Education- atrations that begun with the Mrs. C. Faulkner was co'ng boih Washington and nessee A & I State University.
al Fund,' Inc., to expand its sit-ins in 1900 and was capped chairman.
Dougla4s as head coach of He joined the Burt High coachfacilities, acco
rdin
to Jack
gm and its
off by Birmingham
Cameron High of Nashville, ing staff in 1959. Cook played
Greenberg, director-counsel.
aftermath and sharpened opTennessee. Cameron edged prep football at Washington
LOUISVILLE. KY. — Cassitisi his quick sepals and puts his his oredictions of doom for his "We now represent more position to court orders meDouglass 7-6 but was routed under James Boone. who has
by the Warriors 2.5-19 last since retired from the sport. Clay. the boxing ring's self- ,listener "in his corner." But opponents come true. "They all than 7,500 demonstrators in- quiring desegregation, charseason.
Lester will have a scrappy styled greatest fighter, is all with large audiences his ego- fall in the round I call." is the volved in 125 civil rights ac- acterized by increasing corntism comes out much stronger. pet rhyme of the boastful Ken- tions across the country," he plek legal activity, on part of
Carver could make its open- band of Lions, but the losses
said, "and these . comprise the Southern white commuing game with Washington of tackle Charles Bowers and "shook up" over treatment he It's paradoxical that Clay tucklan.
gets
from
his
hometown
boxing
September 11th one that could all-around quarterback Charles
thrives on being hero-worship- "Yet you know ,who doubts members of all the MajOI civ- nity, to counter its legal 'ef- John C. Cobb,
division engo a •long way toward deciding Wright, should present quite fans.
ped, yet does his darndest to me the most and who wants to
forts.
gineer, tiureau 01 Public
Says, The Lip, "Louisville repel people with his own self- see me get beat the worst? —
the league championship. The a problem for the BinghampThe NAACP is trying to Atoacts, for
Kentucky, lor 13
folk cali Inc the Lip, just like worship.
Cobras; with their scoring po- ton crew to solve.
cope with the situation by years, has
The people of Louisville." he
been named to a
others about the country do; The Biblical verse that a pro- complained to a reporter. "It,
tential in break away runners GAMES THIS WEEK
employing legal interns, who similar post
for Tennessee efRaymond Jones and John
will serve three years in the tective Sept,
Simon, in his first season they say I am an line for Lis- phet is not without, honor save bugs me when no one asks for
1.
Jackson, might find themselves at the helm for Douglass after ton's next. title defense, just in his own country is a perfect my autograph here, not even
New York office and then as- Cobb
succeeds
E. U. Steven- .
hooked up in a wild scoring replacing A. D. Miller, should like fans and experts in other,fit for Clay. The unbeaten con- the kids. Everywhere else, they
sist them in establishing a son who
has
retired.
fiasco when they tangle with receive quite a baptizing as cities do, but they do not tender has shown the world are all over me for an autopractice in a community in
A
native
Tennessean,
Cobb
the Warriors next Wednesday. a head coach. The Red Devils praise me at fans in other he's some prophet by making graph,"
the South where a civil rights was born in
Anderson county
NEW HEAD COACHES
lost most of their tough line, cities do."
lawyer is needed; by employ- and later
moved
to
Byington,
Two teams will have new and Percy Jones, another deWhen the Louisville Lip talks
ing more attoeneys on the le- Tenn., where
he attended eleead coacnes.,tins season. , At fensive ace, has been moved to a hometown group such as
gal staff, expanding the budg- mentary
and
high
school.
He
Hamilton Jesse Joseph takes to fullback.
the' Louisville Quarterback
et, and holding law institutes, was graduated
from the Uniover for retired head coach
Douglass, which opens Fri- Club he is all affability. So
he explained.
versity of Tennessee with a
Earl "Porky" Wynne who will day night, Sept. 6th, against much so that it tends to offset
The seminar sessions will degree in civil engineering in
assume the duties of athletic Hamilton, has a small squad
cover crucial legal areas, and 1922.
director. The Wildcats figure that will go for broke on the
be
conducted by professors Married to the former Lucy 7
to be a wide open team of- passing arm of quarterback
fensively. As always Hamilton Walter Winfrey. Winfrey, in
dr,
ah. from Columbia, Yale, Howard Dean of Marion, Ky., the Cobbs
and
other law schools.
have a son and daughter.
can be expected to be tricky his fourth season, has called
Your social security benefit (your family's too)
—
—
on occasions with a variety of virtually every offensive play
AIR POLICEMAN
!depends upon the amount credited to your account.
patterns. The Wildcats will in his' past three seasons.
certainly miss from their passYour local social security office has free postcard Airman Thomas A. Shumpetl,
In other opening - week
son of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
ing attack glue-figered ends matches, Manassas takes -on
I forms which you can use to obtain a statement of your
shumpert of Route 1, Corinth,
Larry Dailey and Theo Pick- Merry of Jackson, Tennessee
___
iJearnings.
TiNKER AFB, Okla.
Miss., has been reassigned to
ett who graduated. Despite the Wednesday night and on
man
Second Class Joe L. Jones Have you compared your sal-I
above losses and the addition Thursday night, Lester and
EJ/sworth AFB, S. D. for traincf
995
Saxon
Ave., Memphis, ary record with your social se- to (Justify for social security
of fleet backs Jerry Smith and Bertrand will pull the lid on
ing as an air policeman after
Tenn., is being reassigned to curity account lately?
1.,. M, Carroll, Hamilton should the Prep League season.
Your lo- benefits someday? To find out.
McGuire
AFB,
N. J., following cal social security office will ask your nearest social security basic training at Lackland AFB,
give a good account of themAll games will be played at
Texas. He was graduated this
his graduation from the spec- provide fl form to obtain a
selves.
free office for a postcard form to year
Melrose Stadium.
from Easom High school
ial training course for flight statement of the earnings
Father Bertrand must come LAST YEAR'S FINISH
in request a statement of your
traffic specialists here.
in Corinth.
up with replacements for
your social security account. earnings.
School
W L Pct.
Airman Jones was instructed
•
•
•
tackle William Green. and . Washington
6 1 .857
in passenger service. cargo ophard-running Len Alexander, Douglass
Check your social security
5 2 .714
erations, ground and air safe- earnings record once every threel
who was second in league
Bert rand
4 3 .571
GET MORE PAY — LEARN A TRADE!
ty, and aircraft emergency years to be sure your wages
1960 Ply. Sharp Cony. Fury, P.B., P.S.,
coring last season. The ThunCarver
4 3 .571
survival procedures.
START TRAINING NOW IN RADIO-TV REPAIR
have been accurately reported.
erbolts have been consistent
2 Dr. Autom. Trans.
Lester
4 3 .571
$ 995
The airman, son of Mr. and A free postcard form is availin fielding well balanced
Hamilton
1957 Ford, 2 Dr. Autom. Trans.
3 4 .428
AIR CONDITIONING — ELECTRONICS
$ 395
Mrs.
Roosevelt
Dickerson
of
squads. The emphasis in the
for
able
purpose
this
at
any
Manassas
2 5 .286
1958 Cher. 4 Dr., F. P.. k Air Cond.
S 750
Call or write for details
Rt. 1, Card ova, Tenn., is a social security district office.
Bertrand camp ,is placed on
Melrose
0 7 .000
1959 Galaxie Ford, 2 Dr. Sin. S.,
•
•
•
graduate of Mt. Pisgah High
8t
Air
Cond.
School. Cardova.
$ 595
Have you worked long enough
1958 Pont. 2 Dr., F. P., & Air Cond.
$ 695
(Now under new management)

IT

inc

NAACP Expands Facilities As
Civil Rights Action Mounts

Cassius Clay Hits Hometown's
Lack Of Interest In 'The Lip'

Accepts Job With
State Road Dept.

lk

Mt. Pisgah Grad
Specialist In
Flight Traffic

H
elpful Hints For
Your Social Security

Grade Cars

From
A & W Motor Company
2854 Park Avenue
Phone 458-8322

S

KEEGAN SCHOOL

Warn Alaska To Eye
Welfare Problems

FAIRBANKS, Alaska — Although Alaska is not
facing the public assistance problem that Chicago is,
persons attending the Governor's Institute on Vocational Rehabilitation were warned the time to study
the Situation is now.
The warning was given by for working out concepts and
Dr. Deton J. Brooks, Jr., di- programs of rehabilitation unrector of research and statis- encumbered by the massive administrat:ve problem we have
tics, Cook County Department when we attempt to provide
of Public Aid. The Institute for the legions of the dislocatwas held at the University of (id in a state such as Illinois."
The speaker continued. "And
Alaska, College.
if your laboratory gets to
ak Besides attending the Insti- working in
high gear, it may
Mr le, Dr. Brooks conducted a be that we will be looking to
you for new ideas and new
seminar at the university.
Dr. Brooks told his audience, approaches."
"Because the total number of The main reason the Cook
those teconomically and social- County Department of Public
ly dislocated is relatively small Aid is in its present dilemn.a
Alaska offers a great opportu- sons have been culturally ticnity for becoming a laboratory prived.
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NEW
DODGES

STOCK to choose from

•

See Us Before Buying - Trading - Selling

CAR WASH $
A.M..6 P.M.

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

Monday
tfiru
Friday

il
•
a
a

A HONEY
1963
1959
1959
1960
1954
1958

Studebaker Autom. Trans. Sharp .. $ 995
Mercury, 4 Dr. Sir. Shift
$ 495
Cher. Wagon, Power Storn.
S 795
T. Bird, F. P.. Alr, Like New
$1795
Olds.,-4 Dr., Full Power
$ 300
Ford, 4 Dr.
-THIS FIT the DOCKET
Automatic Trans.
$ 550
1953 Rambler 2 Dr. Runs Like New . ,. $ 150

WE HAVE YOUR DEAL

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

a
3100 Summer at Baltic
raasam•Namaa
mmaaa•••••aawar

Open 8:00

a.m. iii

10:00 p,m.

CHUCK HUTTON
DART
2-Dr. seda.

'63 DODGE

Save-Save-Save

T.V.

PICTURE TUBE SALE

CALLS
$1.50

17'-$22.50
21'-$26.50
FREE INSTALLATION

T.V.
CALLS
$1.50

I YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE

ALL WORK

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

Servicing Memphis & Suburbs

GUARANTIO

OPEN 8 A.M. 9 P.M.

WITH

rush-Hutton neater,
'
,Airdrie Wipers, Dirertional
Torsionaire Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freese.

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"ap
1170

Union

YEARS WITH DODGE"
•

Open Evenings

•

IR 5.5143

DISCOUNT T.V.
PHONE 527-6133
•

•11.

•
.

8

Sat. or Sun_ $1.25
Sit. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 A,M. to 2 P.M.

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
PARK AVENUE BARGAINS IN
TENNESSEE

JA6-8052

disiThenimil•••••••••••••••••sims
s
I
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
.
i

THE COLLECTOR'S DEN
Memphis 1st Gun and Coin Shop
903 South Cooper St.
276-7571
We buy: Guns - all types, old, new any
condition, also parts. U. S. and Foreign
Coins; Gold Coins; Swords; War Relics.
Expert Gunsmithing - Re-building and Nickling

544 BEALE

Servicing Co.

663 JACKSON AVENUE

PHONE 5274133

12
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Tear Gas
For 1,000 In
La. Church
PLAQUEMINE, La. (UPI) - Police searched
in vain for James Farmer,
national director of th,
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and othee Negro
leaders of an angry civil
rights demonstration smashed
with tear gas, hoses and electric cattle prods.
It was the biggest and most
violent Negro civil rights turnout in Louisiana history, involving 1,000 persons.
Some 700 Negroes fled into
the Freedom Rock Baptist
Church. They were ordered out.
Franklin Williams (left) and Samuel
Po/ice hurled tear gas and firetionally known civil rights leader who
men turned hoses through the
Yette (right), recently appointed to new
served 16 years as an official of the Nadoor.
•
executive positions within the Peace Corps
tional Association for the Advancement of
Negroes leaped from windiscuss a Guinean walking stick with SarColored People. Samuel F. Yette, former
dows and some were. flushed
gent Shriver, Peace Corps director. The
city government reporter in Dayton, Ohio, through the back door 14' the
walking stick was a presene to Shriver
water. Benches were.overturnIs been twirled executive secretary of
from Sekou Toure. Preshlenc,of Guinea. ki
the Peace Corps. Yette, who becomes the ed, protest placards destroyed,
a Bible knocked from the pulWilliams, 45,a longtime executive withthird nelson to fill the post as executive
pit by the water.
in the Peace Corps and former special assecretary, is a 34-year-old native of HarIntegration leaders urged
sistant to Mr. shrher, was apponited new
riman, Tenn. Before joining the staff of
Atty. Gen. Robert Kennedy to
For the cause of American freedom an African prelate,
ceives his life membership plaque from Henry J. Richardregional director for Africa. He currently
the Dayton Journal Herald in January, send U. S. marshals into
Cardinal Laurian Rugambwa of Tanganyika is enrolling
son. Jr., member of the Indianapolis NAACP branch, as
has been serving as the director of the
Plaquemine
.
They charged lo1962, Yette had been director of informaas a life member in the NAACP. The first Negro to become
Indiana Governor and Mrs. Matthew E. Welsh look on.
cal police with "brutality and
Division of University. Private and Intertion for Tuskegee (Alabama) Institute.
a cardinal in the Roman Catholic church, he knows the
injuring children."
The playue was presented at the national convention of
national Cooperation. As the regional diPrior experience also Includes two years
Police and state troopers on
meaning of fighting for freedom. Cardinal Rugambwa rethe Knights of St. Peter Clever in Indianapolis.
rector for Africa, Ntilliams will be the
as associate editor of Ebany magazine, horseback
turned back hun
chief administrator of one of the Peace
staff reporter for the Afro-American
dreds of angry civil • rights
Corps' largest program areas. Before going
newsnapers, and special assignment redemonstrators.
to the Peace Corps, Williams was a naJames Farmer of New York,
searcher for Life magazine.
national director of the Congress of Racial
Equality,
• • •
(CORE), said 15 children were
injured and two were hosFour Y-Teens and an Advi- munity YWCAs in Kentucky leaders were Dr. and Mrs. Al- pitalized.
sor from the Sarah Brown and Tennessee.
Farmer said in a telegram
len Hackett from Boston, and
Branch YWCA, attended the , The main objective of the Miss Charlotte Nicoll, YWCA to Kennedy that "civilized peo- FURNISHED Rot 41 WI r14 H I F.
REPOSSESSED HOUSF.FI'L
PACKARD SHIRTS • TAIT OR MADE 0001> MAN NEEDS WORK AS
Polibath...ef a light, furnished kMone
Pick up payments on 7 pc living
No aim too large or too Small
Kentucky-Tennessee
ter or restaurant worker.
Y-Teen conference was to provide National Staff for the South- ple cannot countenance use of Alt 5.7124.
room. 7 pc. dinette. Refrigerators.
also
WH COW
Conference, June 7 - 13th at , leadership training, and an em Region. Also the writer, horses as weapons." He also
Stove. Just $15 11 mu lot note July
Otthoreot. and Chit. Cheater
UNFT RNIAIIED ROOMS
15th. Quality Fur. Wit 8-3378. Open Shoe Representative.
WANTED
Tusculum College, Greenville,'opportunity for fellowship with Miss Dykeman.
complained of police use of
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
Call WH 2-4513
Bruce N. Boyd. Sr.
2 lge. unfurn. rms. for rent to 8 p.m. _
WA11051
Tenn. The conference was in- otherY-Teens in this region.
electric
prod
Sewing Machine. [Omelet Singers for
poles to make
Y-Teens from the Branch atMUST
RE
Vacuum
A 00-11ETTER
li 2-3537.call after 5 pm.
Cleaners.
Specisl priced from
az low as $19.95.
Lotto of other
terracial and included Y-Teensl Theme was, "Imagine! Ex- tending were: Helen
Ts deliver mad sell papers weeklY
Smith, demonstrators move.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT makes and models to choose from. $17.50 up. New and toe& Call
Salary plus oommission
272-1361 - 274-8963 for free home
from all registered and corn- periment; Create!" Resource Geeter; Luella Maple, repre- "Prompt federal action is 2 lee, unfurnished rooms for rent.
Call 272.1381 - 2717-8963
New Tri-State
Publishing Company
demonstration
238 South Wellington Street
USED ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
senting the Sr. Council and imperative to bring an end to WH 2.3937, call shot 5 p.m.
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
SHOP FOR RENT
$79.95
NICE
FROME
Manassas school; Delores Ty- extreme police brutality," Far- FullyPRINTING
am low aa 219.95. Lots of other 3 LARGE ROOMS FOR RENT
Equipped. Cylinder Prem: Two
SAVE $40.00
- HALF BATH
makes and models to choose from.
REG. PRICE $119.95
ler, Oates Manor Sr. Y-Teen mer said. He called the use (21 Job Presses. Call FA 7-5148 for
retired or settled couple Near thouA good deal.
CaU 272-1361 - 2747-8963
CALL 272-1361
or
274-8963
lir bus tine. stave FURNISHED
club; and Sandra William, of mounted troopers "the
BR 2-3237
Sewing Mecham. and Vacuum Cleanfrom Hamilton Y-Teen club. worst police action" he has
er, Special Reg. $7.50 Service. Call Az
EXPERIENCED
NURSE,
MAID,
"FREEDOMWAYS"
Tuna up for only $3.93. Call
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
The girls were accompanied to seen on the civil rights front.
272-1381
274-8963
week. JA 7.9013.
conference by Mrs. E. Lorene
Farmer said the police had Spinet Plano for sale. Well sell In this
Brand New 1961 Ford.;
Vacuum Cleaner.. Poiret/11 priced from A nuarterly review of THE WOMAN lik311111D1 Jun AS MAID OR
Osborne, teacher at Melrose denied Negroes their right to vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full $17,10
baby•itter five rti,s
up. New and used. ntll
.gst week. Cell:
89 note. walnut finish Unpaid bal.
NEGRO FREEDOM
MOVEonce, $23.00 pet. month. :duet have 272-1361 - 274-6963 for free home MENT.
Elementary school, ,and mem- peaceful assembly.
Published
quarterly.
domonstretion
WoMAN
good
referenee.
Elf.?.
HOSPITAL
IN
If
WORK.
interested
write to
He said the way police and Tri-State
CALL:
ber to the Teen-Age Program
Defender Credit
Reneger,
state troopers handled demon- Post Office Box 311. Memphis,
S3.50 per year.
LOW NOTES OF $5,1.30
402.1831
Tenn
Committee at the YWCA strators
was "an outrage to
Single copies. 51.00
FOR SALE
Branch.
the sense of decency." ,
Showroom Frrsft Used Cars.
1053 Pontiac station wagon. In good Price winners and winning anewera to,1

Classified

Teens Attend Interracial Greenville

Apts. For Rent

ii••••10••••••••••.%
41 2883 POPLAR •

Furn. For Sale

Ads

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanted

Autos For Sale

$88 DOWN

For Sale Misc.

.11 '57 Cadillac
•-

Coupe

$1195

Th•Ville. Fully equipped. I-c-t
,
:, sir.

El '59

Chevrolet Sedan

sir cond. NI, e

mi '60 Ford

F-L "500"

$1195

price. fiffiiy equi Plied.
Ni' '•

III '$7 Buick Convertible
power, lactoi- y air. New top,
•Full
.
new.
mi '59 Galaxle 2-dr. H.T.

$995
nsw ties

L,ke

$1395

•Fully equipped; with factory air,

•'61 Plymouth Sedan

$1195

Fully equipped. V-8. Like neer.
111

'61 T-Bird 2-dr. H.T.

1111

Fully equipped. Like new.

$2495

1111 '61 Galaxie 2-dr. hardtop . $1395
Fully equipped. Like p•se.
•
•
•

•
a

$25 DOWN

'65 1..40n Pickup
'57 Olds Sedan
▪ '58 Ford Soda,
▪ '57 Ford Sta. Wan.

'41
'60
'57
'62

MOTHER
CHRISTIAN

$995

)Ig F,ts- eriniP101L Nwe.
'60 Falcon Sedan
VMS
.. Fully equipped et•it Ii fact', y air,.
211 '59 Merc. Parklane WT. ... • 61095
Full power,

IN

Ford Sedan
Stade. L•rk
Ford Sedan
Falcon Sedan

•
Repos. All Makes and Models
• 15
.
TAKE UP BALANCE

•

-DOBBS EAST I
_ •HULL
.
:a

"Where You Pay The Least" •
Our Finance Office Open 'tit 9 P.M.

FA 3-7634
•
ii••••••••11•111•1111.1111111111

IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUARANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME,
SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER

CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT
YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6818 AT MUNFORD,
TENN.. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2. Box 283, Atoka. Tenn.

SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT

BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER

POST TIME 8:00 P. M.
RACING THRU
OCT. 15

ADMISSION
25c
QUINIELAS
DAItY DOUBLE EVERY RACE
1st & 2nd RACE
ACRES
OF FREE'
PARKING

MATINEE
EVERY SAT.
I-30 P.M.

,
•
SORRY Ner"-‘%,
•
MINORS
1'N
NIGHTLY EXCEPT
S MIN. FRZI1Vr-"""
SUNDAY
DOWNTOWN
MEMP1-115.-

32 SWEET

Birmingham, Ala.

5 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS

35217

Seattle, Washington
[..L,

Help Wanted

foss

Choi.. Ir-ripala1- dr.. black &
white, V-8, 8. Dries., S. H.. W.W.T.,
06 Financing. $905.00 or $13.08
8
.
Per month.
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO.
426 Colon Avenue
Phone 525.0326

ACRES FOR SALE
3109 N. Germantown Rood mirth n!
Highway 64 or. Ellendaie can be
!Mown by owner. Anytime, Mrs. George
Cibt. Jr.
FOR 851.E
FREEZERS-560.00 and UP
Phone WH '2.4332
GAS RANGES - 329.00 up PHONE
WH 2-4332
Sewing Machines and Vacuum Cleanerg Special Reg. $7.50 Service. Can &
Tune up for only $3.95. Call
272-1361 - 274-8983
DEEP

Furn. For Sale
L SED

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
$79 93
SAVE S4000
BEG
PRICE 5119.93
CALL 272-1361
or
274-8963

MOTORCYCLE

CIIIVA'iK PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
pardons • home bar la fair eondl Private party would like
to purchase
Ow. Cell JAellrano 6-11397.
a Ducati Motorcycle. Call 275.3072.
ONE BOOK CASE. RED, COMPLETE
mattress and Wing, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma- For Sale. Vicinity of
Parkway and
chine. One dinette net. one sewing McMillan. Profitable business.
3 double
machine, CALL BR 6 2370. 2152 load urashenr. new. For
further info,
Piedmont it.
mation call 948-9820.

LAUNDRY MAT

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-166 RULE ST.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

$6.000 handles

Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phon•

Special Services
Piano Tuned Plo:e your 511 00 tuned
like new. ran BR 2.7644 for me -vice.

Salesmen
and
s ileswomen Only 1,000
wanted to sell retail advertis- MEN LEARN A TRADE
ing in the Memrhis mat het. "of Repair courses iiliiat re t
.ten
step. Salt study lessons Study in
We pay 25 per cent and 30 by
your apere time In your home Own
per cent cimtract commission your own business or work for other,.
Complete Tour. $20.00. Poet Paid.
on the dollar.
Write to: Marvin Chandler. Apt. 8-14,
THE Till STATE DEFENDER Gompers Monte., East St. Louis,
236 South WellIngton Street
Memphis, Tenn.

BUY BONDS

N

ATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

10.
Du
whil
a Tr'
he b
must
reac
don't

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEM

or n
I do
Mr.
Cr
!ion.
retu
later
rbm

MADAM BELL

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Hurry! Call IA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

Th
Matt

live
He
He d
day,

ED PLEDGES
MONEY TO LOAN
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
)176 IL 178 BEAU STREET JA 6.-5300
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

Call or Come In Today.
INTERSTA

•

Dept. F

- •-

•

Houses For Sale

Tom Jackson

running condition. Price $100.00. Tri11131 JACKstiNN let Bible Quit '
State Defender Jackson 6-8397.
ANS.: The term -LORD'S DAY"
Ho.11/. tiONERM AND PROSPECIVet
the New TESTAMENT once. I
Vor that bolos ydu want to sell or
1954 Chev., 210
powerglide. eat re °hews In1:101.
In other New Teeta-1
buy
clean. $395.00 cash. after 5:30 p.m., (REV.
texts
mint
Cr.
we
told
the
that
dn,.
Cail
NUM call - Gt. 2-3273.
of which Jesus is Lord. Is the gab.
; Peace Realty Company
CADILLACS - 55 bard top convent. bath day. "tile Son of Man is Twos
AVENUE
'• 875 Rayner
Mot. power. Mr conditioned. Call JA 7. even of the Sabbath Day." Matt. 15:8.
9484890 - 3967951
$511. 9495 cash or term.
Mark 2'28
Agent: Lithe Kate Lewis
1951 Chevrolet 210 powerglide extra
P1112E WINNERS
*leen $350 cash or terms. Call after 1. Mrs. Mildred Clerk
TORSHIP
IMITRIRC
?tenth
-qt.
$3.00
3:30 P.m.
Imported Eseence Coemeilm. Capable
GI 2-3273
Memphis Tenn.
$4.00 ladle. gentlemen. Sales Training pro.
33 Dodge. four new tirm radio, good 2. Mr. Magnolia Ruston
tit Entllah
Brick home. Top
$7.95 on LP record for appointgram
Millington,
Tenn,
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835 3.
! zoned. prestige Mat Het
Four bed.
Elizabeth Slayton
52 50 ing agent. etc. Tour minimum inven• I room.. Full tiled basement. Panoramic
1956 Choy. Belalre 1 Sr.. KT., Blue,
tory Investment saleable 9-bottle per
Notasuiga,
view.
fireplaces,
Two
double plumbV-8. Automatic. Radio. Heater. '
fume set $3.00. Enclose brief reaume.
W.SW. 4. Mrs. Henry Hood
$200
Tires. Sharp $595.00 or $3380 per
recent photo for distributorahip con. ing. !Ares. beautifully landscaped lot.
Memphis, Tenn
sideration
Month. Banking Financing.
Chandler, 8.H Gem. Lovely condition. Unusual atew-recrea
5. Mitchell Burnette
$110 per, East Marvin
tier, Mom, Walled in glass. with priSt. Louis, Illinois
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO.
Doeter Al..
vate entrance. Ideal for entertelnine
426 Union Avenue
Entries are now being wireowl fur
or subttle business use. Could aCCumPhone 525-0326
TOM JACKSON'S second FilkiLE QUIZ.
moderate email group Or two families Sr Dense complete details.
1.955 Plymouth Station Wagon
Leese $200. sell on ssatiroption.
TOM JACKSON
bunt radio, and heater. VS motor,
Elks! 34282
32 SWEET AVENUE
automatic tranemlasion. Else at 2026
BIRMINGHAM 7, ALA.
Waverly. Call after 6 p.m. BR 6-4327

(English Lady)
IOU KNOW SHE IS NOT

•

A tat'SY
'Ibis is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
(lave you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discourageq
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
IlE1.1, advise you at once. She will rend life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a swum. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 south, Jost over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to took for the RED BRICK
1101ISE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch ellow litis milked ‘1'iliteliaven Slate Line
and get off at State Eine and vittlk 2 blocks and see
never had an of lice in West Memphis.)
11ADAM BELL'S IAND SIGN.
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